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Abstract
Computer algebra is a fundamental research field of computer science, and computer algebra systems are used in a wide range of problems, often leading to significant savings
of both time and effort. However, many of these systems offer different heuristics, decision procedures, and parameter settings to tackle any given problem, and users need to
manually select them in order to use the system.
In this context, the algorithm selection problem is the problem of selecting the most
efficient setting of the computer algebra system when faced with a particular problem.
These choices can dramatically affect the efficiency, or even the feasibility of finding a
solution. Often we have to rely on human expertise to pick a suitable choice as there are
no fixed rules that determine the best approach, and even for experts, the relationship
between the problem at hand and the choice of an algorithm is far from obvious.
Machine learning techniques have been widely applied in fields where decisions are to
be made without the presence of a human expert, such as in web search, text categorization, or recommender systems. My hypothesis is that machine learning can also be
applied to help solve the algorithm selection problem for computer algebra systems.
In this thesis, we perform several experiments to determine the effectiveness of machine learning (specifically using support vector machines) for the problem of algorithm
selection in three instances of computer algebra applications over real closed fields. Our
three applications are: (i) choosing decision procedures and time limits in MetiTarski;
(ii) choosing a heuristic for CAD variable ordering; (iii) predicting the usefulness of
Gröbner basis preconditioning. The results show that machine learning can effectively
be applied to these applications, with the machine learned choices being superior to both
choosing a single fixed individual algorithm, as well as to random choice.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Computer algebra systems

Computer algebra is the formal manipulation of symbols which represent mathematical
objects such as numbers, polynomials, rational functions, systems of equations, and algebraic structures. Algebraic computations follow the rules of algebraic algorithms rather
than using approximate numeric values. Examples of algebraic computations include factorization of polynomials differentiation, integration, series expansion of functions, and
simplification of mathematical expressions [72]. With computer algebra, we can solve
a wide range of problems which cannot easily be tackled with pencil and paper using
traditional methods.
Computer algebra systems are software packages that are used for carrying out algebraic computations. One of the first computer algebra systems was developed in the 1960s
by Martin Veltman, who designed a program for high energy physics called Schoonschip
[96]. Soon after that, another computer algebra system MATHLAB [38] was created by
Carl Engelman, which was already able to perform quite a few tasks such as differentiation,
polynomial factorization, direct and inverse Laplace transforms and so on. Popular early
computer algebra systems also include muMATH [109], Reduce [55], Derive (based
on muMATH) [46], and Macsyma [89]. In the last sixty years, great progress has been
made on the theoretical background of symbolic and algebraic algorithms. As of today,
the most popular commercial systems are Mathematica [108] and Maple [56], which
are commonly used in almost all branches of science, including physics, mathematics,
chemistry, biology, robotics and economics [45, 103, 95].
Computer algebra systems are designed to help humans solve large problems. They
automate the problem solving process, and usually obtain more reliable results than hand
calculations. Ideally, such computer algebra systems should be fully automatic and therefore easy to use. In practice they are not; users need to choose from many decision
procedures, heuristics, and parameter settings for performing the computation. However,
it is not easy to make the right choice when studying a particular problem. Furthermore,
these choices are often critical: some problems are infeasible with one choice but easy
with another. I call the problem of finding the right setting for the computer algebra
system the algorithm selection problem (decision procedures, heuristics, and parameter
setting are referred to as algorithms).
9

1.2

Real closed fields (RCFs)

Computer algebra is a huge area with many applications. In this work, I will focus on
three instances of the algorithm selection problem for computer algebra tasks which all
relate to real closed fields (RCFs) [7]. The theory of RCFs concerns (possibly quantified)
boolean combinations of polynomial equations and inequalities over real numbers. Below
I give an overview of the three instances and point out the algorithm selection problem
that arises from them. Details will be covered in Chapter 3, 4 and 5 respectively.
1. The first application includes making a problem-dependent selection of the best RCF
decision procedure (Z3 with Strategy 1, Mathematica and QEPCAD) and the
best time limit (0.1s, 1s, 10s, 100s) on individual RCF subproblems in the automatic
theorem prover MetiTarski.
MetiTarski combines a resolution theorem prover (Metis) with a set of axioms
and a collection of decision procedures for the theory of RCFs. During its proof
search, it generates a series of RCF subproblems which are reduced to true or false
using an RCF decision procedure. The theory of RCFs is decidable and there
exists a variety of decision procedures to decide statements over RCFs. Specialised
variations of RCF decision procedures have their own strengths and weaknesses for
restricted classes of formulas. In practice, there is currently no single RCF decision
procedure which is good for all problems. Which decision procedure is the most
appropriate one to call is highly dependent on the (usually geometric) properties
of the RCF problem being considered, which is in turn largely influenced by the
structure of the original MetiTarski problem. Hence, selecting the most suitable
decision procedure is a non-trivial task.
Moreover, many of the RCF subproblems do not contribute towards MetiTarski’s
final proof, and time spent deciding their satisfiability is wasted. Setting a time
limit on individual RCF subproblems reduces the wasted time but too tight a limit
could affect MetiTarski’s proof. Hence, it is important to make a good choice for
the time limit on individual RCF subproblems.
2. The second application is choosing a heuristic (sotd, ndrr, Brown) to select the
variable ordering for cylindrical algebraic decomposition (CAD).
CAD is one of the main practical tools in computational algebraic geometry, particularly for quantifier elimination over RCFs. When using CAD, we often have a
choice over the variable ordering used, which can dramatically affect the feasibility
of a problem. Various heuristics have been developed to help with this choice, but
no one heuristic is suitable for all problems.
3. The third application is predicting whether Gröbner basis preconditioning is useful
or not on a particular problem.
Gröbner basis computation is a key tool for solving many fundamental problems
involving polynomial equations. We can apply Gröbner basis preconditioning when
using CAD for a problem with multiple equalities. Wilson et al. [106] showed this
usually gives a better CAD, but sometimes a worse one. There is no fixed rule for
predicting whether Gröbner basis preconditioning gives a better CAD.
10

In all three of these tasks, we have the problem of algorithm selection. At the same
time, there is no universal optimal choice for most problems. The fact that the best
choice is dependent upon the problem considered makes the algorithm selection problem
a good candidate for applying machine learning techniques. The following section aims
to provide a high-level introduction to machine learning and motivate the use of machine
learning techniques; a more thorough discussion will be given in Section 2.2.

1.3

Machine learning

Machine learning is the process of fitting a complex function based on properties learned
from labelled data [9]. It is a data-driven process, as we learn everything from data, rather
than following explicitly programmed instructions. Machine learning seems to be a good
fit for the algorithm selection problem as it is designed to model relationships which are
too complex for a complete analytical approach. My research concerns whether machine
learning is applicable to the field of computer algebra. In particular, I investigated the
effectiveness of machine learning techniques to the three instances of algorithm selection
in computer algebra over RCFs described in the previous section.
In my work, I take some algebraic measures (features) of the problems as input and
produce the predicted algorithm as output. This is a standard classification problem
where each algorithm defines a class of problems for which it is the best choice. By
running all possible algorithms on a large number of sample problems, we can determine
the best one in each case, and produce training samples for supervised learning. In
literature, selection algorithms are often ranked by their average performance over a set
of benchmark problems. A selection algorithm is considered good or useful when its
performance is better than any of the individual current algorithms. We show that by
applying machine learning, we can indeed improve on the performance of the individual
algorithms when evaluated on a set of unseen problems.

1.4

The hypothesis

My hypothesis is that machine learning can be applied to help solve the algorithm selection
problem in computer algebra systems. In particular, I consider a number of fundamental
computer algebra problems related to RCFs, namely quantifier elimination and CAD computation, and explore the applicability of machine learning to certain algorithm selection
tasks within these problems. In this thesis, I conduct an experimental study and provide
evidence that leading machine learning techniques (such as support vector machines) can
indeed be applied to this task, and produce better results than the baseline methods.

1.5

Contributions

The main contribution of the dissertation is to show support of my hypothesis, and the
specific contributions are as follows.
• Chapter 3: Choosing decision procedures and time limits in MetiTarski

11

1. The application of machine learning to select the best decision procedure (Z3
with Strategy 1, Mathematica and QEPCAD) in MetiTarski was investigated. As a benchmark, machine learning process outperformed any fixed
decision procedure, and choosing the best decision procedure proved 163 out
of 194 problems, showing that machine learned selection achieved an 84% optimal choice.
2. A further experiment was conducted to select between Z3 and Mathematica
and to set the best time limit (0.1s, 1s, 10s, 100s) on RCF calls for a given
MetiTarski problem. The machine learned algorithm for selection performed
better on our benchmark set than any of the individual fixed settings used in
isolation.
• Chapter 4: Choosing a heuristic for CAD variable ordering

1. The application of machine learning to the problem of choosing a heuristic to
select the variable ordering for CAD and quantifier elimination by CAD (sotd,
ndrr, Brown) was investigated, using the nlsat dataset of fully existentially
quantified problems (removing all quantifiers gave a corresponding problem
set for evaluating CAD alone). The machine learning algorithm selected an
optimal heuristic for 76% of the quantifier-free problem and 77% of the quantified problems (compared with 58% and 64% for a random choice and 64%
and 74% for the best performing heuristic (Brown)), indicating that there is a
relationship between the simple algebraic features and the best heuristic choice.
2. The experimental data showed that if machine learning is not available then
Brown heuristic is a great alternative, with sotd performing only slightly worse.
Ndrr as an individual heuristic performed rather poorly, and is best suited to
be used within a hybrid heuristic to break ties.
• Chapter 5: Predicting the usefulness of Gröbner basis preconditioning

1. I investigated the usefulness of machine learning in the task of deciding whether
to use Gröbner bases preconditioning on CAD inputs. Using machine learning
yielded better results than either always using Gröbner basis preconditioning
or no preconditioning.
2. Experiment results show that a reduced feature sets can be extracted that
results in a more effective learning in the experiment: the feature subset suggested by the filter method successfully predicted average 79% of the problems
and using the feature subset suggested by the wrapper method successfully
predicted average 78% of the problems from 50 runs of the 5-fold cross validation (compared to 75% when always using Gröbner basis preconditioning by
default).
3. The optimal feature subset contains algebraic properties from both the original
input and its Gröbner basis. The properties related to the first projected
variable affects heavily to the complexity of the rest of the algorithm.
12

The work described in Chapter 4 and 5 are joint work with a research group at the
University of Bath (Dr Matthew England and Dr David Wilson). In Chapter 4, the work
has been published already [58, 59]. The dissertation itself is my own work, with assistance
from England and Wilson in providing scripts to format the examples, and to construct
the CADs in Qepcad. The three heuristics used in this experiment were implemented by
England in Maple. The entire machine learning experiment was conducted by myself;
the results were analysed and discussed by both research groups. In Chapter 5, the initial
application was proposed by the Bath group. The experiment was done and analysed by
me.

1.6

Organisation of the dissertation

Chapter 2 covers the important background knowledge for the three listed computer
algebra applications and the background knowledge of machine learning, with an emphasis
on support vector machines. Chapter 3 describes two separate but similar experiments:
applying machine learning to the problem-dependent selection of the most efficient RCF
decision procedure and the problem-dependent selection of the best time limit setting on
individual RCF subproblems in the theorem prover MetiTarski. Chapter 4 investigates
the application of machine learning to the problem of choosing a heuristic to select the
variable ordering for CAD and quantifier elimination by CAD. Chapter 5 investigate the
application of machine learning to the prediction of whether Gröbner basis preconditioning
is useful or not. In Chapter 6, I review related work. I conclude the dissertation with a
summary in Chapter 7 and also describe future directions for my work.

13
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1

Computer algebra

I give here the relevant background to understand the tasks for which I employ machine
learning techniques. For further background, we refer to the relevant text books [10, 29].

2.1.1

RCFs

Decision procedures are of great use in the formal verification of safety-critical systems
and formalized mathematics. We are concerned with decision procedures for the theory
of RCFs, which is a theory in the language of ordered rings (that is, structures containing
quantified boolean combinations of equalities and inequalities involving addition, subtraction and multiplication of multivariate polynomials with rational coefficients) about fields
which share the algebraic properties of the field of real numbers.
For our purposes, the most important fact about the theory of RCFs is that it is a
decidable theory. In other words, there is an algorithm for deciding the truth, in any real
closed field, of any proposition in the language of ordered rings. This was proved by Tarski
[99]. Completeness of the theory of RCFs means we can prove results over all RCFs, while
still being sure that they are valid over R. This is important from a computational point
of view, as R is uncountable with uncomputable basic operations.
Two examples of RCFs are the field of real numbers R and the field of real algebraic
numbers Ralg . In the classical approach, we can perform computation over the real algebraic numbers Ralg instead of R. An algebraic number is a real number that is a root of a
(non-zero) univariate polynomial with rational coefficients. This structure is a countable
real closed field with computable basic operations, and thus provides a logically sufficient
computational substructure for making RCF decisions. If a solution exists in Ralg , then
this is also a solution in R, as Ralg is a subfield of R. Note, this field contains no transcendental elements such as π or e, although recent research has addressed this issue by a
combination of transcendental constants and infinitesimals with nonlinear real arithmetic
[2, 35].
The connection between Ralg and other RCFs is the key property which allows computer algebra systems to be used in tackling RCF problems. The rest of the chapter
describes three computer algebra problems concerning RCFs.
15

2.1.2

Quantifier elimination (QE) and cylindrical algebraic decomposition (CAD)

The task of QE [48] for the first-order language over RCFs is a central problem in computer
algebra. We start by defining the problem and then discuss the approach of solving QE
via computing CAD. Here, a first-order formula φ over RCF consists of atomic formulas
in the form of polynomial (in)equalities p(x1 , . . . , xk ) ≤ 0 or p(x1 , . . . , xk ) = 0, and
the standard operations of negation, conjunction, disjunction, first order universal and
existential quantification applied onto atomic formulas. Then, the problem of QE is
defined as follows.
Definition 1 Let Qi ∈ {∃, ∀} be quantifiers and φ be some quantifier-free formula. Then
given
Φ(x1 , . . . , xk ) := Qk+1 xk+1 . . . Qn xn φ(x1 , . . . , xn ),
(2.1)
quantifier elimination is the problem of producing a quantifier-free formula ψ(x1 , . . . , xk )
equivalent to Φ.
Tarski proved that QE is computable in the theory of RCFs [99]. However, the complexity of Tarski’s method is non-elementary (indescribable as a finite tower of exponentials). Later, a more efficient method for computing QE, using CAD, was introduced by
Collins [26].
Definition 2 A sign-invariant CAD is a decomposition of the n-dimensional real
space into connected semialgebraic sets (described by polynomial relations), called cells,
such that a given set of polynomials has constant sign on each cell. The decomposition is
called cylindrical, if projections of any two cells onto their first i coordinates are either
identical or disjoint (with respect to a given variable ordering).
CADs with other invariance structures still sufficient for QE have also been investigated
[74, 75], but we will work with the above variant.
Given a quantified first order formula, the CAD of its polynomial terms can be used to
implement QE. The simplest approach is to ignore the quantifers of the original formula
and then rebuild the quantifier-free formula based on the associated cells. More specifically, by computing the sign-invariant CAD for each polynomial term occurring in the
formula, we can evaluate the quantifications separately for each polynomial (in)equality.
Since in each cell each polynomial is sign-invariant, the corresponding polynomial term
is truth-invariant. Hence, an equivalent quantifier-free formula is simply given by disjunctions of the truth cells of the different decompositions. Other, more sophisticated
CAD algorithms use the quantifier structure of the formula for short-cuts and improvements [27, 85, 61]. The most famous example for this is Partial CAD [27] where the
algorithm stops the lifting step once it already knows that cells will be false based on
quantifier information.
The CAD algorithm was a major breakthrough when introduced, despite its doubly
exponential complexity in the number of variables, since Tarksi’s method is infeasible in
practice. For some problems, QE is possible through algorithms with better complexity
(see for example the survey by Basu [7]), but CAD implementations remain the best
general purpose approach. Although CAD was first introduced to implement quantifier
elimination over the reals, it has since been applied to applications including robot motion
16

planning [105], programming with complex valued functions [32], optimisation [44] and
epidemic modelling [19].
I now give a brief overview over Collins’ algorithm [4] for computing CADs. The
algorithm works in two stages. First, the projection stage calculates sets of projection
polynomials Si in variables (x1 , . . . , xi ). This is achieved by repeatedly applying a projection operator to a set of polynomials, producing a set with one fewer variable. We start
with the polynomials from φ and eliminate variables this way until we have the set of
univariate polynomials S1 .
Then in the lifting stage, decompositions of real spaces in increasing dimensions are
formed according to the real roots of those polynomials. First, the real line is decomposed
according to the roots of the polynomials in S1 . Then over each cell c in that decomposition, the bivariate polynomials S2 are taken at a sample point and a decomposition of
c × R is produced according to their roots. Taking the union gives the decomposition of
R2 and we proceed this way to a decomposition of Rn . The resulting decomposition is
cylindrical and each cell is a semi-algebraic set.

2.1.3

Variable ordering in CAD

When using CAD, we have to assign an ordering to the variables. This dictates the order
in which the variables are eliminated during projection and thus the sub-spaces for which
CADs are produced en route to a CAD of Rn . For some applications this order is fixed
but for others there may be a free or constrained choice. When using CAD for quantifier
elimination we must project quantified variables before unquantified ones. Furthermore,
the quantified variables should be projected in the order they occur, unless successive
ones have the same quantifier in which case they may be swapped. The ordering can
have a big effect on the output and performance of CAD [18, 36, 11]. In fact, Brown
and Davenport [18] present a class of problems in which one variable ordering gives an
output of double exponential complexity in the number of variables and another gives
an output of a constant size. Heuristics have been developed to help with this choice,
with Dolzmann et al. [36] giving the best known study. However, it was shown that even
the best known heuristic could be misled (see Bradford et al. [11]). There is no single
heuristic which is suitable for all problems. The best heuristic to use is dependent upon
the problem considered. However, the relationship between problems and heuristics is far
from obvious and so we investigate whether machine learning can help with these choices.
I will discuss this in detail in Chapter 4.

2.1.4

Gröbner basis

A useful tool for a more efficient computation of CADs is the Gröbner basis, first introduced by Buchberger [20], together with an algorithm to compute them (Buchberger’s
algorithm). Intuitively, the Gröbner basis of a set of multivariate polynomials is a generating set of a polynomial ideal that has certain nice algorithmic properties. I will not give
a formal derivation of its algebraic properties here, as it is not in the scope of this thesis,
but rather refer to [20] for details. However, it has been shown that the Gröbner basis is
one of the main practical tools for solving systems of polynomial equations [25, 12, 84], and
interestingly, computing the Gröbner basis of a system of polynomial (in)equalities can
be used as a preconditioning step before applying CAD. Wilson [106] has shown that this
preconditioning step often results in a sharp drop in CAD complexity and construction
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time. Since the Gröbner basis generally removes any redundancies from a set of polynomials by reducing polynomials with respect to each other or identifying common factors,
this will usually lead to simpler projection sets by having simpler polynomials to start
with. However, computing the Gröbner basis is not universally beneficial, as the Gröbner
basis might introduce extra polynomials of possibly high degree, and there is no fixed rule
to decide if Gröbner preconditioning is beneficial or not. In my experiments (Chapter 5),
I apply machine learning techniques to help decide whether Gröbner preconditioning is
useful depending on the problem instance.

2.1.5

MetiTarski

Automated reasoning for mathematical proof is a key component that many software
verification and program analysis tools rely on. Automated theorem proving (ATP) [73]
involves computer programs that can prove theorems automatically. ATP has been successfully used in many fields, e.g. mathematics, computer science, engineering, and social
science. Many applications require reasoning about special functions such as logarithms,
sines, cosines and so forth. MetiTarski is an ATP which can prove inequalities involving
those special functions [1, 2]. Paulson and Akbarpour have shown how MetiTarski can
be used to prove safety properties about hybrid systems. For example, in the collision
avoidance system, the key property to check is if the gap between two cars is larger than
0. As a result, the following formula with special functions is derived:
0 ≤ x ≤ 2 =⇒ 12 − 14.2 exp(−0.318x)+
(3.25 cos(1.16x) − 0.155 sin(1.16x)) exp(−1.34x) > 0
MetiTarski can prove this formula within a second. MetiTarski can also prove a
wide variety of problems derived from the verification of Nichols plots. These typically
involve the arctangent, logarithm and square root functions.

2.1.6

RCF decision procedures

MetiTarski works by eliminating special functions, substituting rational function upper or lower bounds, transforming parts of the problem into polynomial inequalities, and
finally applying a external decision procedure for the theory of RCF. RCF decision procedures are used to simplify clauses by deleting literals that are inconsistent with other
algebraic facts. RCF decision procedures are also used to discard redundant clauses that
follow algebraically from other clauses [2].
In this thesis, machine learning is applied to find the most efficient RCF decision
procedure for a given MetiTarski problem. Three RCF decision procedures were tested:
Z3 with Strategy 1 [83], Mathematica [108] and Qepcad [15]. The SMT solver Z3 [34]
has an internal module called nlsat [63] that implements an efficient method for deciding
purely existential RCF sentences. Combined with strategies tailored to the types of RCF
problems generated by MetiTarski, it has been used to successfully prove problems of
up to 11 variables. Z3 with Strategy 1 [83] is a refined version of Z3, which is currently the
default algebraic decision procedure used by MetiTarski. Passmore et al. showed that by
applying model sharing and omitting the standard test for irreducibility with Z3, its proof
performance could be substantially improved. The decision procedure Qepcad [15] is an
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interactive command line program for performing Quantifier Elimination with Partial
CAD. It is very efficient on single variable problems, but can only deal with problems in
less than four variables in reasonable time / memory constraints. Mathematica [108]
contains a family of highly advanced RCF decision procedures (including CAD, Gröbner
Bases and more), which allow MetiTarski to handle efficiently problems with up to 4
or 5 variables.

2.2

Machine learning

Machine learning is the process of learning rules from and making predictions on data.
The emphasis of machine learning is to program by example rather than to program the
exact instructions to solve the task. Machine learning methods have been successfully used
in many applications. For example, in speech recognition, machine learning techniques
learn patterns of speech signals to understand the words [3]. In facial recognition, they
work by finding patterns in images that match those of faces [82]. They are also used to
develop classifiers for detection of disease in medical diagnosis [69].
Supervised learning [9] is one of the fundamental methods in machine learning. It
infers a function from data labelled with the corresponding correct outputs and then can
be used on new examples. Each example is a pair consisting of a set of input variables and
a desired output value. By contrast, unsupervised learning aims to find hidden structure
in unlabelled data.
The work in this dissertation uses supervised learning exclusively. The support vector
machine (SVM) learning algorithm is among the best supervised learning algorithms. It
was selected for the work of this dissertation. In the rest of the chapter, we will give a
brief overview of the basic concepts relevant to SVM, and how to extend the basic binary
SVM model to multiclass SVMs and common feature selection approaches. For a more
thorough treatment, we refer to Cristianini [30] and Bishop [9].

2.2.1

Support vector machines (SVMs)

The SVM is a very popular machine learning technique. It is a supervised learning method
used for classification and regression. Classification refers to the assignment of input
examples into a given set of categories (the output being the class label). Regression refers
to a supervised pattern analysis in which the output is real-valued. In the classification
task, input data are called training data and each is marked as belonging to one of K
classes. The SVM training model maps the data into a higher-dimensional space where
the K classes are separated by a hyperplane. This higher-dimensional space is called
the transformed feature space, as opposed to the input space occupied by the training
instances. The goal of the SVM model is to maximise the gap between the separating
hyperplane and so that the expected generalisation error is minimised.
The rest of the section presents the SVM method in more detail. We first motivate
the use of SVMs, and then consider the simplest case where data is linearly separably in
the input space. Next we introduction the notation of margins and margin separation.
We will also give a brief discussion of kernels, which allow us to apply SVMs efficiently in
very high dimensional feature spaces, and finally, soft margin SVMs, which is an approach
of dealing with outliers in the dataset.
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2.2.1.1

Motivation for using SVMs

SVMs were selected as the machine learning technique for this dissertation for a number of
reasons. SVMs deliver a unique solution, since the optimality problem is convex. This is
an advantage compared to various machine learning techniques, e.g. Neural Networks [54],
which have multiple solutions associated with local minima and may not be robust over
different samples. Furthermore, SVMs are memory efficient, since the decision boundary
is decided only by a small subset of training points in the decision function (called support
vectors). By introducing kernel methods, SVMs can be efficiently applied in very high
dimensional feature spaces, and are flexible in modelling diverse sources of data. Also,
SVMs generally provide low generalization error. In the recent paper [42], Delago et al.
evaluated 179 classifiers arising from 17 families over the whole UCI machine learning
classification database. Four classifiers of SVMs ranked within top 10 classifers among
179 classifiers, and the SVM with a radial basis function kernel achieved 92.3% of the
maximum accuracy. Additionally, SVMs are well supported with existing software. The
main software used in my experiments is SVMLight [62].
2.2.1.2

Linear classifiers

First, we take a look at the simplest case: the binary classification problem. This is the
task of separating two sets of data points in space, each corresponding to a given class.
We seek to separate the two data sets using simple boundaries. Once the boundary is
found, new examples are then predicted to belong to a category based on which side of
the boundary they fall. The data for a two-class learning problem consists of objects
labelled with +1 (positive examples) or −1 (negative examples). Each data instance is
represented as a vector x of real numbers (referred to as features). A labelled example
is then denoted (x, y) where y ∈ {+1, −1}. We take a set of these labelled pairs and
attempt to construct a discriminant function f that maps input vectors x onto labels
y. The goal is to find a f which minimizes the number of errors (f (x) 6= y) on future
examples.
A linear classifier is based on a linear discriminant function of the form
f (x) = ω T · x + b,

(2.2)

where ω T · x denotes the inner product of the vectors ω and x. We call ω the weight
vector, and b the bias. The decision boundary divides the space into two sets, depending
on the sign of ω T · x + b. The linear classifier is defined as
(
+1, for ω T · x + b ≥ 0
hω,b (x) =
(2.3)
−1, for ω T · x + b < 0
If we can find a linear classifier such that all training examples are classified correctly,
then we call the data linearly separable.
2.2.1.3

Functional margin and geometric margin

Given a hyperplane ω T · x + b = 0, and a training example (xi , yi ) in the training set
S = {(xi , yi ); i = 1, 2, ..., n}, the sign of yi (ω T ·xi +b) is used to judge the correctness of the
classification. If yi (ω T · xi + b) > 0, then our prediction on this example is correct. This
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introduces the concept of functional margin. The functional margin of the hyperplane
ω T · x + b = 0 with respect to the training example (xi , yi ) is defined as
γ̂i = yi (ω T · xi + b).

(2.4)

The functional margin of the hyperplane (ω, b) in terms of S is the minimum value of the
functional margin over all training samples:
γ̂ = min γ̂i .
i

(2.5)

However, the functional margin is not a very good measure of confidence of the prediction.
Observe that the value of hω,b (x) only depends on the sign of ω T · x + b, but not its
magnitude. We can make the functional margin arbitrarily large by scaling ω and b
without changing anything meaningful.
For the margin to be a direct measure, we are rather interested in the normalized
value of the functional margin, which brings in the notion of the geometric margin. Taking the same training set S, the geometric margin of (ω, b) with respect to a training
example (xi , yi ) is defined as
γi = yi

ω T · xi + b
γ̂i
=
.
kωk
kωk

(2.6)

The geometric margin of (ω, b) in terms of S is also defined as the minimum value of the
geometric margin over all training samples:
γ = min γi .
i

(2.7)

The geometric margin can be viewed as the signed distance from the point to the plane
and is invariant to rescaling of the parameters.
To summarize, the functional margin gives the position of the training point with
respect to the plane, independent of the magnitude, while the geometric margin gives the
distance between the given training point and the given plane.
2.2.1.4

Maximum margin separation

Often, there are multiple solutions for a classifier that can classify the data in the training
set. In these cases, we want to find the one with the smallest generalization error. The
support vector machine approaches this problem through maximum margin separation,
where the hyperplane that has the largest distance to the nearest training data point of any
class (geometric margin) is chosen. Intuitively, a large margin represents high confidence
in a classification decision. Recall that scaling (ω, b) does not change the geometric
margin, but does scale the functional margin. Hence, without loss of generality, we can
introduce scaling constraints to set the functional margin of (ω, b) to 1. More specifically,
we assume that the constraints yi (ω T · xi + b) ≥ 1 always hold.
Figure 2.1 shows a maximum margin boundary computed by a linear SVM. Circles
are positive examples and squares are negative examples. The region between the two
dashed lines defines the margin area with
−1 ≤ ω T · x + b ≤ 1.
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(2.8)
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Figure 2.1: Maximum margin separation
The solid line in the middle is the hyperplane, which is defined by the set of nearest
examples. These nearest examples are called the support vectors. In the figure, there are
four support vectors (two solid circles and two solid squares) on the edge of the margin
area (f (x) = −1 or f (x) = +1). The margin is defined as the perpendicular distance
between the decision boundary and the closest of the data points. To maximise the margin
value, we basically seek to solve the following optimization problem:
arg max
ω,b

1
,
kωk

(2.9)

subject to
yi (ω T · xi + b) ≥ 1.
The optimisation problem of maximising
now have the following:

1
kωk

(2.10)

is equivalent to minimising 21 kωk2 , and we

1
arg min kωk2 ,
ω,b 2

(2.11)

subject to the constrains given by Equation 2.10. This is a constrained quadratic programming optimization problem, for which several standard algorithms exist. However,
in the following I will give a different representation of the optimization, which will be
very useful when introducing the concept of kernels.
In particular, we introduce Lagrange multipliers together with Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
(KKT) conditions to obtain the dual form of our optimization problem, which is referred
to as the primal. I will not give a formal derivation of the theory of Lagrange duality
here, as it is not in the scope of this thesis, but rather refer to [43] for details. Here,
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we are mainly interested in showing how this can be applied to our maximum margin
optimization problem.
In order to derive the dual form of the original optimisation problem, KKT multipliers,
αi ≥ 0, where i = 1, . . . , n are introduced, and we define the Lagrangian to be
n

X
1
αi [yi (ω T · xi − b) − 1].
L(ω, b, α) = kωk2 −
2
i=1

(2.12)

We now seek to minimise L(ω, b, α), and set the derivatives of L with respect to ω
and b to 0. As for the derivative with respect to ω, we obtain
n

X
∂
L=ω−
αi yi xi = 0,
∂ω
i=1

(2.13)

which implies that ω can be expressed as a linear combination of the training vectors
ω=

n
X

αi y i x i .

(2.14)

i=1

As for the derivative with respect to b, we obtain
n

X
∂
L=
αi yi = 0.
∂b
i=1

(2.15)

By substituting Equation 2.14 and Equation 2.15 back to Equation 2.12, we get
L(ω, b, α) =

n
X
i=1

n
1 X
αi αg yi yg xTi · xg ,
αi −
2 i,g=1

(2.16)

Recall that we obtained the equation above by minimizing L with respect to ω and b.
Hence, we have
n
n
X
1X
arg max
αi −
αi αg yi yg xTi · xg ,
(2.17)
α
2
i=1
i,g=1
subject to αi ≥ 0 and Equation 2.15. This form is known as the dual form of the problem.
Note that our optimisation problem is now expressed in terms of the inner product of our
sample data. This fact will be key when introducing kernel methods. I will give more
detail of how kernel methods work in the following section.
Furthermore, note that due to the KKT dual complementarity conditions, we need to
satisfy the following two constraints simultaneously
αi ≥ 0

(2.18)

αi (−yi (ω T · xi + b) + 1) = 0.

(2.19)

This implies that the corresponding αi for all the points for which we have
yi (ω T · xi − b) − 1 > 0
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(2.20)

is set to zero. We can see that those points do not matter, and only the points which
satisfy
yi (ω T · xi − b) − 1 = 0
(2.21)
are relevant. These points are exactly our support vectors, and only they influence the
decision boundaries. Since we have only few support vectors compared to the size of the
full training data, this allows support vector machines to scale very well with large sets
of data.
2.2.1.5

Kernel methods

Sometimes, the data are not linearly separable in the original space. One approach to
tackle these instances, is to map the original space into a transferred feature space in which
separation is easier. Instead of computing the coordinate transformation into feature
space, which is in general computational expensive, SVMs use kernel methods, which
simply project all pairs of data into the feature space. Suppose we have a mapping function
φ, mapping the original input space to the feature space. The dual form (Equation 2.15)
of our optimization problem then becomes:
arg max
α

n
X
i=1

n
1X
αi −
αi αg yi yg φ(xi )T · φ(xg ),
2 i,g=1

(2.22)

subject to αi ≥ 0 and Equation 2.15. Note that the above problem depends on the data
only through dot products in feature space. If the kernel function K(xi , xg ) defined as
K(xi , xg ) = φ(xi )T · φ(xg )

(2.23)

can be computed efficiently, then we can avoid the computationally expensive step by
skipping the explicit mapping of the data to a higher dimensional feature space.
To do this, we need to verify that kernel function K is indeed an inner product.
Given a function K, instead of trying to find the explicit representation for φ, Mercer’s
theorem [77] gives another way of testing if it is a valid kernel. In a finite feature space, a
symmetric matrix of all possible K(xi , xg ) values can be defined and shown to be positive
semi-definite if and only if K is a valid kernel function. There are two desirable properties
when choosing a kernel function in an application. Firstly, the kernel should capture
the similarity between implicit representations of data in feature space. Secondly, it
should require less computation than the explicit calculation of the corresponding feature
mapping φ.
SVM-Light was used for the work, which supports four kernel functions: the linear
kernel, the polynomial kernel, the radial basis function kernel and the sigmoid tanh kernel.
For each kernel function, there are associated parameters which must be set.
Linear kernel
The linear kernel function is the simplest kernel, which represents a simple scalar product
of the two feature vectors:
K(xi , xg ) = xTi · xg .
where xi and xg are feature vectors. It does not require any user supplied parameters
and usually only performs well when the data is close to being linearly separable.
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Polynomial kernel
The polynomial kernel represents the similarity of training samples in a feature space over
polynomials of the original variables:
K(xi , xg ) = (γxTi · xg + r)d , γ > 0
where xi and xg are feature vectors and γ, r and d are kernel parameters.
Radial basis function kernel
The radial basis function kernel, also called the Gaussian kernel, is a polynomial kernel
of infinite degree. Its features are all possible monomials of input features with no degree
restriction:
K(xi , xg ) = exp(−γ||xi − xg ||2 ), γ > 0
where xi and xg are feature vectors and γ is kernel parameter.
Sigmoid tanh kernel
The sigmoid tanh kernel takes the tanh of a scaled and shifted scalar product, with the
general expression
K(xi , xg ) = tanh(γxTi · xg + r)
where xi and xg are feature vectors and γ and r are kernel parameters.
Earlier studies suggest that the radial basis function (RBF) kernel is in general a
reasonable first choice [57]. Keerthi and Lin [65] showed that if complete model selection
using the RBF kernel has been conducted, there is no need to consider linear SVM as
the linear kernel is a special case of RBF. In addition, both theoretical and experimental
analysis demonstrated that the sigmoid kernel behaves like RBF for certain parameters,
but not better than RBF in general [71]. Moreover, an earlier experiments applying
machine learning to an automated theorem prover [13] also found the radial basis function
(RBF) kernel performed well in finding a relation between the simple algebraic features
and the best heuristic choice. Hence the radial basis function (RBF) kernel was selected in
the work of this dissertation. The performance of RBF kernel highly depends on the choice
of parameters. Compared to Sigmoid tanh kernel and polynomial kernel, the RBF kernel
only has a single parameter, which also reduces the complexity of the model selection.
I will discuss the parameters of the RBF kernel and parameter optimization method for
selecting the optimal parameters in Section 3.5.
2.2.1.6

Soft margin classifier

In Section 2.2.1.2, we discussed linear classifiers by assuming that the data are linearly
separable. In Section 2.2.1.5, kernel methods were introduced to help with nonlinear
cases. However, even with a transformation of the feature space, some data sets may not
be linearly separable. Additionally, the data set itself may contain noisy data, generally
referred to as outliers, which are far away from any expected position. With the previously
described hard margin SVM model, the classifier is very susceptible to outliers since the
location of the hyperplane is restricted only by a few support vectors. If some of the
outliers are support vectors they will heavily influence the classifier.
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x2

x1
Figure 2.2: Outlier in the dataset
In Figure 2.2, squares are positive examples and circles are negative examples. The
solid circle is an outlier. If we ignore the example, we could easily find a reasonable
hyperplane (the solid line in the middle) to separate the rest of the points. However, with
the outlier, the decision boundaries become the narrow dashed lines shown in the figure,
and the margin value is much smaller. Even worse, if the outlier is even further to the
upper right, there would be no hyperplane that can separate the dataset.
In order to deal with this situation, we modify the previously described hard margin
SVM to allow some sample points to lie within a certain distance or even on the wrong
side of the decision boundary. This approach is called the soft margin approach. To do
this, slack variables, ξi ≥ 0, where i = 1, ..., n are introduced, with one slack variable for
each training data point. The previous condition
yi (ω T · xi + b) ≥ 1

(2.24)

yi (ω T · xi + b) ≥ 1 − ξi

(2.25)

is then changed to
Of course, if the slack variable ξi is large enough, any hyperplane could satisfy the condition. Ideally the number of points with non-zero values for the slack variables should be
minimised. Thus the new optimisation problem becomes:
n

X
1
ξi
arg min kωk2 + C
γ,ω,b 2
i=1

(2.26)

subject to:
yi (ω T xi + b) ≥ 1 − ξi .

(2.27)

where the parameter C represents a trade-off between training error and margin. In
SVMLight, the parameter C is split into two to allow for unbalanced sets [78]. The
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target function is changed to
n
n
X
X
1
2
ξ i + C−
ξg
arg min kωk + C+
γ,ω,b 2
g:y =−1
i:y =1
i

(2.28)

g

The SVMLight parameter j (equal to 1 by default) is used to set the ratio of C+ to
C− and typically should be equal to the ratio of the number of negative samples to the
number of positive samples in the training set:
j=

2.2.2

C−
number of negative training examples
=
C+
number of positive training examples

(2.29)

Multi SVMs

Since SVM methods are binary, we have to do more work in the case of multi-class
problems: either determine all the decision functions at once or reduce the problem to a
set of multiple binary classification problems [8, 104]. One of the most commonly used
multiclass classifiers is known as the one-versus-all approach. Suppose the dataset is
classified into K classes. Then, K binary SVM classifiers are created where each classifier
is trained to distinguish one class from the remaining K − 1 classes. During the testing
phase, the test sample is placed in the class giving the largest fk (x) (most positive or least
negative) value, where fk (x) is the solution from the kth SVM classifier (k = 1, . . . , K).
In my thesis, the one-versus-all approach is used. This one-versus-all approach has the
advantage that the number of binary classifiers to construct equals the number of classes.
However, it also suffers from the problem that the different classifiers contain unbalanced
data. Suppose for K classes, that each has an equal number of training samples. During
the learning phase, the ratio of training samples of one class to rest of the classes will only
1
be K−1
. This ratio, therefore, shows that training sample sizes will be unbalanced. This
problem is addressed by the j parameter in SVMLight, which allows separate weights
to be applied to positive and negative slack variables during the optimisation.

2.2.3

Feature selection

Feature selection is the process of selecting a subset of relevant features in the training set
and using only this subset as features in the classification task. In itself, it is a broad and
important area in machine learning, and I give here the relevant background to understand
the tasks for which I use feature selection methods. For further background, we refer to
[67, 49, 50].
Feature selection techniques are used for four main purposes.
1. To shorten the learning time.
2. To increase classification accuracy by eliminating noisy features.
3. To enhance generalisation by removing irrelevant features (as many irrelevant features in the dataset can result in over fitting).
4. To provide a better understanding of the underlying process from which the data
was generated.
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A feature selection algorithm generally consists of a search technique for suggesting
feature subsets, along with an evaluation measurement for the feature subsets. The simplest algorithm is to test each possible subset of features and to find the one with the
minimum generation error. This is an exhaustive search of the space, and is computationally intractable for most problems. It is therefore necessary to employ approaches to
explore only a part of the potential search space. There are two main approaches that
deal with feature selection: the wrapper approach and the filter approach [67].
Wrapper method evaluates subset of features according to their performance (e.g.
accuracy) to a given predictive model. Wrapper In the following figures I present a
detailed view of the features used in the experiments described in Chapters ?? and ??.
Figures ?? show the distribution of features of the data set used in Chapter ?? in form
of histograms, while Figures ?? show the distribution of features of the data in Chapter
??. In addition, I examined some of the pairwise correlations present between features in
both sets. In Figures ?? I present the projection of the data set onto a number of feature
pairs. For some feature pairs we can observe a noticeable correlation, which is often simply
explained by the nature of the feature (e.g. the proportion of x occuring in polynomials is
likely to be correlated with its occurance in monomials). For others, no obvious correlation
exists, which adds to justify the inclusion of both features in the set.methods requires to
train a new model for each subset, and thus are very computationally expensive. However,
they usually provide the best performing feature set for that particular type of model.
Unlike the wrapper approach, the filter approach is independent of the classifier used.
The characteristics of the training data are used to select feature subsets (for example,
the correlation between features and class, or the redundancy between features). Filter
methods are usually faster than wrappers, but they produce a feature set which is not
tuned to a specific predictive model. Filter methods are commonly used as a preprocessing
step for wrapper methods, allowing a wrapper to be used on larger problems. For example,
in applications such as the text processing, the number of features may reach tens of
thousands. Directly applying wrapper methods could be very slow and even infeasible
for the problem. In the work described in Chapter 5, the number of features is 28, which
allows the use of both wrapper and filter approaches and their results are compared.
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Chapter 3
Choosing decision procedures and
time limits in MetiTarski
The goal of this thesis is to examine how machine learning can be applied to the field of
computer algebra. I conducted three machine learning experiments to determine the usefulness of machine learning in computer algebra applications over RCFs. All three share
some commonalities in their methodology. In this chapter, I describe the experiments
of applying machine learning to the problem-dependent selection of the best decision
procedure and selection of the best time limit setting on individual RCF problems in the
theorem prover MetiTarski. The experiments mainly served as preliminary experiments
to determine whether machine learning was work at all in the given application area. At
the same time, we introduce here some aspects of methodology that we reuse for the other
experiment, such as the performance measure for classifiers, the selection of kernels and
parameter values, and the combination of classifiers for multi-class SVMs.

3.1

Decision produces

During execution, MetiTarski reduces terms with special functions to polynomial inequalities over RCFs and relies on external decision procedures to solve these inequalities.
As discussed in Section 2.1.6, different implementations of RCF decision procedures have
their own strengths and weaknesses for restricted classes of formulas and there is no single
RCF decision procedure which is optimal for all problems. Which decision procedure is
the most appropriate one to call is highly dependent on the (usually geometric) properties
of the RCF problem being considered, which is in turn largely influenced by the structure of the original MetiTarski problem. However, the relationship between MetiTarski
problems and the preferred decision procedure is far from obvious. I want to find out
whether machine learning can help with the choice of the appropriate decision procedure
for a given problem.
Three RCF decision procedures were tested: Z3 with Strategy 1 (the default option)
[83], Mathematica [108] (specified by the -m option) and Qepcad [15] (specified by
the -qepcad option). For convenience, in the rest of the chapter, I use Z3 to denote Z3
with Strategy 1. However, it should be clear that it is a non-standard version of Z3.
Technical Note: all computations were performed in Qepcad 1.62, Mathematica
8.0.1 and Z3 4.0 on a 2.4GHz Intel processor. This same machine and softwares were
used for the experiments in Section 3.8.
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3.2

Evaluation of decision procedures

For each problem, I called MetiTarski with each of the decision procedures. In addition,
I recorded the running time for each problem with each decision procedure. A time limit
of 60 seconds was set for each proof attempt. The best decision procedure is the one with
the fastest runtime. We use a threshold in this comparison, counting a proof as the fastest
only if it is faster by a 1% margin than all other proofs found. If more than one decision
procedure yielded the minimal runtime, both decision procedures were considered the
best. If none of them finished within the time limit, none of the decision procedures were
considered the best. This approach is based on Bridge et al.’s work on machine learning
for first-order theorem proving [14].

3.3

Problem features

To apply machine learning, we need to identify features of the MetiTarski problem that
might be relevant to the correct choice of the RCF decision procedure. A feature is an
aspect or measure of the problem that may be expressed numerically. I characterised
MetiTarski problems by a vector of real numbers or features. For each problem, each
vector of features was associated with label +1 or −1, indicating in which of two classes
it was placed. Take Z3 as an example: in the learning set for Z3, each problem is labelled
+1 if Z3 found a proof and was the fastest to do so, or −1 if Z3 failed to find a proof or
was not the fastest.
The features used for the current experiment were of two types. One consisted of
the indication of various special functions: ln, sin, cos, etc. Each feature represented the
presence of the specified function in the problem. For example, the feature value related
to the function ln was equal to 1 if ln appeared in the given problem, otherwise the value
was equal to 0. (Here we get a special case that π is also counted for one feature, since in
MetiTarski, instead of having a constant value, π is processed in the same way as other
special functions.) The other type of feature was related to the number of variables in
the given MetiTarski problem. There are four features, indicating whether the problem
involves 0, 1, 2, or more variables. I chose this representation for two reasons. First, it
has the same boolean nature as the other feature type. Second, most of the problems
have no more than two variables in the problem set. Having more variables in a problem
will greatly increase the difficulty of the proof search as CAD is doubly exponential in the
number of variables. Decision procedures usually return quickly if the formula has only a
few variables. Table 3.1 shows the 22 features that were identified in all problems. Figure
3.1 shows a sample problem in our problem set. The problem would yield the following
feature vector:
[0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0] .
Here, each component corresponds to a feature from Table 4.1. and this vector encodes
the presence of the special functions exp, sin, and cos, and the number of variables, which
is equal to one.
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Table 3.1: Description of the features used.
Feature number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

3.4

Description
Presence of the abs function
Presence of the arcsin function
Presence of the arctan function
Presence of the cbrt function
Presence of the cos function
Presence of the cosh function
Presence of the exp function
Presence of the ln function
Presence of the log function
Presence of the max function
Presence of the min function
Presence of the pi function
Presence of the pow function
Presence of the sin function
Presence of the sinh function
Presence of the sqrt function
Presence of the tan function
Presence of the tanh function
Number of variable is equal to zero
Number of variable is equal to one
Number of variable is equal to two
Number of variable is large than two

Performance measures for classifiers

For each SVM classifier, we need to have a means of measuring its performance. Performance measures are useful in judging the effectiveness of the learning and help to
determine the best parameter values to set.
Below, I discuss some standard measures. I will first introduce four basic common
measures given in the confusion matrix for a two-class classifier (see Table 3.2).
Several standard terms are defined from the confusion matrix: The accuracy (ACC)
is the proportion of the total number of predictions that were correct:
ACC =

TP + TN
TP + FP + FN + TN

The recall is the proportion of positive cases that were correctly identified:
recall =

TP
TP + FN
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Figure 3.1: Sample MetiTarski problem: Chua-1-VC1-L-sincos.tptp
fof(‘Chua’, conjecture, ! [X] : ((0 <= X & X <= 289)
=> 2.84 - 0.063*exp(-0.019*X) - 1.77*exp(0.00024*X)
*cos(0.0189*X) + 0.689*exp(0.00024*X)*sin(0.0189*X) > 0)).
include(‘Axioms/general.ax’).
include(‘Axioms/exp-upper.ax’).
include(‘Axioms/exp-lower.ax’).
include(‘Axioms/sin.ax’).
include(‘Axioms/cos.ax’).
Table 3.2: Confusion matrix for a two class classifier
Predicted Class

Actual Class

Positive
Negative

Positive

Negative

True positives (TP)
False positive (FP)

False negatives (FN)
True negatives (TN)

The precision is the proportion of the predicted positive cases that were correct:
precision =

TP
TP + FP

The false positive rate (FPR) is the proportion of negatives cases that were incorrectly
classified as positive:
FP
FPR =
FP + TN
The true negative rate (TNR) is defined as the proportion of negatives cases that were
classified correctly:
TN
T NR =
TN + FP
The false negative rate (FNR) is the proportion of positives cases that were incorrectly
classified as negative:
FN
F NR =
TP + FN
From the confusion matrix, the main performance measure is the ACC measure. However,
it may not be a reliable performance measure when applied to problems having unbalanced
classes. For example, if there were 100 MetiTarski problems in total and in only 5 of
them did Z3 fail to make the most efficient proof, the classifier could easily be biased into
classifying all the samples as positive labels. The overall accuracy would be 95%, but in
practice the classifier would have a 100% recognition rate for the positive class but a 0%
recognition rate for the negative class.
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Other performance measures are considered good when we encounter unbalanced data
set. For example, a good measurement for evaluating the performance of binary classifications is Matthew’s correlation coefficient (MCC) [5], which takes into account all the
four basic measurements:
TP × TN − FP × FN
MCC = p
(T P + F P )(T P + F N)(T N + F P )(T N + F N)

where the denominator is set to 1 if any sum term is zero. This measure has the value
1 if perfect prediction is attained, 0 if the classifier is performing as a random classifier,
and −1 if the classifier exactly disagrees with the data.
Finally we define another commonly used measure: the F1 -score, which is defined in
terms of precision and recall
F1 =

2 × precision × recall
.
precision + recall

The F1 -score reaches its best value at 1 and worst score at 0. We note that F1 -score does
not take into account the value of T N.
The F1 -score and Matthew’s coefficients are the main measurements I used in the
experiment to determine the best parameters during the learning process. Note that
the final performance is the joint performance of the set of SVM classifiers (see Section
3.6). To determine the efficacy of the machine learned selection process, the number of
problems successfully proved was used and compared to the number of problems proved
by always fixing one individual decision procedure.

3.5

Kernel selection and parameter optimization

As stated in Section 2.2.1, SVMs use kernel functions to map the data into higher dimensional spaces where the data may be more easily separated. The application of SVMs to
any classification problem requires the choice of an appropriate kernel and its associated
parameters, and the accuracy of the learning model is largely dependent on them. The
radial basis function (RBF) kernel was selected for this experiment. The performance
of RBF kernel highly depends on the choice of parameters. In order to optimize the associated parameter setting, I used a validation set alongside the training set. The basic
idea is to choose the kernel and parameters that yield the classifier that maximises some
performance measure on the validation set; in this case the accuracy, the Matthews coefficient, or the F1 -score. The actual experiment is then assessed on a test set that was not
used in either training or validation.
There are three parameters involved in RBF kernel function. The first one is the
weight factor j, which is used to correct the imbalance in the training set and was set to
the ratio between the number of negative samples and the number of positive samples.
Besides the parameter j, two other parameters are involved in the SVM fitting process.
The parameter γ determines how far the influence of a support vector reaches. The
behaviour of the RBF kernel is very sensitive to the γ parameter: when γ is too large, the
region of influence of the support vector is possibly limited to the support vector itself.
However, when γ is too small, the region of influence of any selected support vector would
include the whole training set. Thus a small γ will produce low bias and high variance
results, while a large γ will give higher bias and low variance results. The parameter C
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governs the trade-off between margin and training error. It defines how much penalty the
SVM optimizer receive for each misclassified training example. When C is set to a large
value, the optimizer will choose a smaller-margin hyperplane if that hyperplane does a
better job of getting all the training points classified correctly, whereas a very small value
of C will cause the optimizer to look for a larger-margin separating hyperplane, even if
that hyperplane misclassifies more points.
The choice of optimal values for γ and C is not trivial. The parameter selection
process needs to be done so that the classifier can accurately predict testing data. As
discussed above, a common setting for the experiment is to separate the data set into
three parts, with approximately half of the problems placed in a learning set, a quarter
put in a validation set used for kernel selection and parameter optimization, and the final
quarter retained in a test set used for judging the effectiveness of the learning.
To choose γ and C, a grid-search optimisation procedure [57] was used with the
training and validation set, involving a search over a range of (γ, C) values to find
the pair which would maximize the score of the corresponding performance (accuracy,
Matthews coefficient or F1 score). I tested a wide range of values of γ (varied between
2−15 , 2−14 , 2−13 , . . . , 23 ) and C (varied between 2−5 , 2−4 , 2−3 , . . . , 215 ) in the grid search
process (the ranges are suggested by [57]). Following the completion of the grid-search,
the values for γ and C giving optimal performance scores were selected.

3.6

Combining classifiers for choosing decision procedures

SVMs were originally designed for binary classification. However, many real-world problems have more than two classes. For example, in this experiment, we have three classes
to represent three decision procedures (Z3, Qepcad and Mathematica). I use oneversus-all to represent these classes. Membership in the positive class implies that the
decision procedure represented by this classifier is the most efficient one among the three
for the given problem. Membership in the negative class implies that the decision procedure represented by this classifier did not terminate within the given time limit or is not
the most efficient one. If each predictive classifier obtained by the samples in the learning
set was perfect, then for any problem from the test set only one classifier would place it
in the positive class and all the other classifiers would place it in the negative class. Then
the best decision procedure would be the one for which the problem was classified in the
positive class. However, in practice, more than one classifier will return a positive result
for some problems, while for others, no classifiers may return a positive.
Assuming that the requirement is to select only one decision procedure as the best
choice, we want to find a way to select one even in these ambiguous cases. Our choice here
relies on the margin value. The margin for a single sample is a measure of the distance
of the sample to the decision line. In SVMLight, the output value from a classifier
is not simply a class label (“+1” or “−1”), but the margin value. The classifiers with
optimal parameter settings were applied to the test set to output the margin values for
each classifier. A large margin represents high confidence in a correct prediction. More
specifically, a large positive margin represents high confidence for the problem being
classified in a positive class, while a large negative margin represents high confidence for
the problem being classified in a negative class. Thus the relative magnitudes of the
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classifiers were considered in the experiment. The classifier with most positive (or least
negative) margin was selected to indicate the best decision procedure for the selection.

3.7

Results

The experiment was done on 825 MetiTarski problems in a variant of the Thousands
of Problems for Theorem Provers (TPTP) format [98]. They were taken from the entire
MetiTarski problem set at the time the work was done. The only filtering applied was to
omit the existential problems, of which there are 39, because none of the three decision
procedures works for them. The data was randomly split into three subsets, with approximately half of the problems placed in a learning set (418 problems), a quarter put in a
validation set (213 problems) used for kernel selection and parameter optimization, and
the final quarter retained in a test set (194 problems) used for judging the effectiveness
of the learning. The data was not stratified (the ratio of number of positive samples and
negative samples differs in each data set) at the time when the experiment was conducted.
Though the ratio of the samples were not strictly enforced, it was found the actual difference of the ratio is within 10% percentage. While this may affect the exact makeup of the
learning and test populations, it does not materially affect the validity of the results, given
the small variation. Since this was a preliminary experiment, it was not re-run with corrected software. However, I address this issue in my other two experiments. The learning
set and validation set were combined and used for learning after parameter optimization
process, the learned model was then tested on the separate test set.
The total number of problems proved out of 194 testing problems was used to measure
the efficacy of the machine learned selection process. The key question was whether or not
the overall selection process does better than assigning a problem to any fixed individual
decision procedure. Thus the learned selection was compared with using each of the
decision procedures on their own. The selection results are given in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Number of problems proved
Decision procedures
Machine Learning
Z3
QEPCAD
Mathematica

Number of problems

Percentage of test set

163
160
153
158

84%
82%
79%
81%

Using machine learning to select the best decision procedure yields better results than
any fixed individual decision procedure. Though the improvement is only marginal, it is
clear that the machine learned algorithm works in the given context. Note that there is an
upper limit for our benchmark set which corresponds to the case when the best decision
procedure is always selected for each problem. Such a perfect algorithm would prove 172
out of 194 test problems (there are 22 problems in the test set, which cannot be proved
by any of the three decision procedures within time limit). We see there is still room for
improving the selection process.
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3.8

Time limits on RCF decision procedure calls

In MetiTarski’s proof search, the RCF tests typically dominate the overall processor
time, while the time spent in resolution is much smaller. Only unsatisfiable RCF subproblems contribute to a MetiTarski proof. If the RCF time limit is too long, some problems
may not be solved because the RCF decision procedure wastes too much time trying to
prove the satisfiability of irrelevant RCF subproblems. By limiting the amount of time on
individual RCF problems, MetiTarski can minimise the time wasted on difficult RCF
problems and focus on easier ones, potentially moving the proof forwards. However, if
the RCF time limit is too short, important clause simplification steps may be missed
when RCF calls time out. The next experiment was to apply machine learning to the
problem-dependent selection of the best time limit setting for RCF decision procedure
calls in MetiTarski.
This experiment is similar to the previous one. Two RCF decision procedures, Z3 [34]
and Mathematica [108] were used. Machine learning was applied to select which decision
procedure to use and which time limit to set on RCF calls for a given MetiTarski
problem. In each individual run, MetiTarski called Z3 or Mathematica with various
time limits on RCF calls: 0.1s, 1s, 10s, or 100s. A time limit of 100 CPU seconds was
set for each proof attempt. For each MetiTarski problem, the best setting to use
was determined by running Z3 or Mathematica with various RCF time limits and
choosing the one which gave the fastest overall runtime. Each MetiTarski problem
was characterised by a vector of real numbers or features. The features used for this
experiment were the same as in Table 3.1. Each vector of features was associated with
label +1 or −1, indicating in which of two classes it was placed. Taking the setting of
Z3 with 1s RCF time limit as an example, a corresponding learning set was derived with
each problem labelled +1 if Z3 with 1s RCF time limit found a proof and was the fastest
to do so, or −1 if it failed to find a proof in that time limit, or was not the fastest.
The experiment was done on the same 826 MetiTarski problems (one new problem
was added at the time the experiment was conducted), except a new split was imposed on
the data set. The data was randomly split into a learning set (414 problems), a validation
set (204 problems) and a test set (208 problems). The total number of problems proved
out of 208 testing problems was used to measure the efficacy of the machine learned
selection process. The learned selection was compared with fixed RCF time settings. The
selection results are given in Table 3.4. We can see that the machine learned algorithm
for selection performs better on our benchmark set than any fixed individual settings used
in isolation.

3.9

Summary

Machine learning was applied to the problem-dependent selection of the most efficient
decision procedure and the selection of the best time limit setting for RCF decision procedure calls in the theorem prover MetiTarski. The machine learned selection yielded
better results than any individual fixed option (both for the case of decision procedure
selection and time limit setting). Though the improvement is only marginal, the machine
learned algorithm for selection performs better on our benchmark set. The results are
promising for continuing work in the area. Some of the methodology used here is also
used in the following experiments. However, there were some aspects that were improved
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Table 3.4: Selection results for time limit setting
Time limit setting
Machine Learning
Z3 (0.1s)
Z3 (1s)
Z3 (10s)
Z3 (100s)
Mathematica (0.1s)
Mathematica (1s)
Mathematica (10s)
Mathematica (100s)

Number of problems

Percentage of test set

176
164
171
168
168
143
162
172
170

85%
79%
82%
81%
81%
69%
78%
83%
82%

in the later experiments. As this was a first preliminary experiment for exploration of the
field, I chose not to rerun it in the improved setting.
One improvement was to use a 5-fold cross validation process instead of holding out
samples for training and validation sets. This approach avoids holding out some data for
validation and thus makes full use of the training set for the optimization of parameters.
Another improvement would be to normalize the features to zero mean and unit variance.
And also we noticed the improvement is marginal, it would be good to conduct more
repetitions of runnings with randomly partitioned data, which allows for better measuring
the significance of the machine learning results.
Exploring more feature types relevant to the classification process is also essential for
improving the efficacy of the machine learned selection process. Future work could be
done by following this line. Possible features could be the number of atomic formulas, the
number of symbols and so on. Also, a more sophisticated feature selection process could
be applied given many features. Analysing the results of the feature selection process also
gives some insight as to why some decision procedures or heuristics perform better than
others in certain problem cases, which can help with developing new decision procedure
or heuristics.
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Chapter 4
Choosing a heuristic for CAD
variable ordering
In the computation of a CAD, the order in which the variables are projected during the
projection phase plays a significant role: some problems are even infeasible in one ordering,
while easily solvable in another. There are various heuristics for selecting a suitable
variable ordering given an instance, and no single one is suitable for all problems. The
choice of the best heuristic depends on the problem considered. However, this relationship
between problems and heuristics is far from obvious. To tackle this problem, I applied
machine learning for the task of selecting a variable ordering for both CAD itself and
quantifier elimination using CAD, utilising the nlsat dataset [79] of fully existentially
quantified problems.
I have already covered the relevant background on CAD and machine learning in
Chapter 2. In the rest of this chapter, I will describe the methodology of the experiment,
comparing three heuristics and analyse the results. At the end, I will give a summary and
ideas for future work.

4.1

CAD implementation

For this experiment, we focus on a single CAD implementation, namely Qepcad [16].
Qepcad was chosen as it is a competitive implementation of both CAD and quantifier
elimination. Qepcad was used with its default settings, which implement McCallum’s
projection operator [74] and partial CAD [27].

4.2

Heuristics

In the experiment, three existing heuristics for picking a CAD variable ordering were used:
Brown: This heuristic chooses a variable ordering according to the following criteria,
starting with the first and breaking ties with successive ones:
(1) Eliminate a variable first if it has lower overall degree in the input.
(2) Eliminate a variable first if it has lower (maximum) total degree in those terms
in the input in which it occurs.
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(3) Eliminate a variable first if there is a smaller number of terms in the input which
contain the variable.
It is named after Brown, who suggested it in [17].
sotd: This heuristic constructs the full set of projection polynomials for each permitted
ordering and selects the ordering whose corresponding set has the lowest sum of total
degrees for each of the monomials in each of the polynomials. It is labelled sotd for
sum of total degree and was suggested by Dolzmann, Seidell and Sturm [36], whose
study found it to be a good heuristic for both CAD and quantifier elimination by
CAD.
ndrr: This heuristic constructs the full set of projection polynomials for each ordering
and selects the ordering whose set has the lowest number of distinct real roots of the
univariate polynomials within. It is labelled ndrr for number of distinct real roots
and was suggested by Bradford et al. [11]. Ndrr was shown to assist with examples
where sotd failed.
All three heuristics may identify more than one variable ordering as a suitable choice.
In this case, we selected the alphabetically first one.

4.3

Data

Problems were taken from the nlsat dataset [79], which I chose over more traditional
CAD problem sets (such as Wilson et al. [107]) as the latter have an insufficient number
of problems to suitably apply machine learning. In addition, I chose to restrict the data
set to instances with only three variables. This has two reasons: first, since we have only
a small number of variables, it is feasible to test all possible variable orderings. Secondly,
we avoid the possibility that Qepcad will produce errors or warnings related to wellorientedness with the McCallum projection [74]. Out of the set, 7001 three-variable CAD
problems were extracted for the experiment.
Two experiments were undertaken, one applying machine learning to CAD itself, and
another to quantifier elimination using CAD. These two experiments are separate, since
for quantified problems Qepcad can use partial CAD techniques to stop the lifting process
early if the outcome is already determined, while for unquantified ones the full process is
completed; the two outputs can be quite different.
The problems from the nlsat dataset are all fully existential (satisfiability or SAT
problems). A second set of problems for the quantifier-free experiment was obtained by
simply removing all quantifiers. An example of the Qepcad input for a SAT problem is
given in Figure 4.1 with the corresponding input for the unquantified problem in Figure
4.2. The first line declares three variables in the input problem, the second line indicates
the number of free variables in the problem. For example, there are zero free variables
in the quantified case and three free variables in the quantifier-free case. The next lines
show the commands that were used to calculate the cell counts, which are relevant for
the evaluation of the different heuristics. Note that in the quantified case, Qepcad can
collapse stacks when sufficient truth values for the constituent cells have been discovered
to determine a truth value for the base cell. Hence, since our problems are all fully
existential, the output for all quantified problems is always a single cell: true or false. In
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these cases we are not interested in the number of cells in the output, but rather the total
number of cells constructed during the process. Therefore, the commands in Figures 4.1
and 4.2 differ: for the quantified problems, Qepcad uses the d-stat command following
construction to obtain the number of cells constructed in the partial CAD; while in the
quantifier-free case, d-fpc-stat is used to compute the number of cells produced in the
CAD of R3 .
For quantified problems there are better alternatives to building a CAD (see for example the work of Jovanovic and de Moura [63]). However, the decision to use only SAT
problems was based on the availability of data. An advantage to this choice is that a fully
existential or fully universal quantification allows for all six possible variable orderings.
Future work may include expanding the experiments to consider mixed quantifiers.
Figure 4.1: Sample Qepcad input for a quantified problem.
(x0 , x1 , x2 )
0
(E x0 )( E x1 )( E x2 )[[(( x0 x0 ) + (( x1 x1 ) + ( x2 x2 ))) = 1]].
go
go
go
d - stat
go
finish
Figure 4.2: Sample Qepcad input for a quantifier-free problem.
(x0 , x1 , x2 )
3
[[(( x0 x0 ) + (( x1 x1 ) + ( x2 x2 ))) = 1]].
go
go
d - proj - factors
d - proj - polynomials
go
d - fpc - stat
go

4.4

Evaluating the heuristics

Since each problem has three variables and all the quantifiers are of the same kind, all
six possible variable orderings are admissible. For each ordering, we had Qepcad build
a CAD and then counted the number of cells. The best ordering was defined as the one
resulting in the smallest cell count. If more than one ordering gave a minimal count, both
orderings were considered best. The decision to focus on cell counts (rather than say
computation time) was made so that the experiment could validate the use of machine
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learning to CAD theory, rather than just the Qepcad implementation. That is to say,
the cell count is a structural property of the resulting CAD, rather than a property of
the specific CAD implementation. Furthermore, it is usually the case that cell counts and
timings are strongly correlated.
The heuristics (Brown, sotd and ndrr) were implemented in Maple by England
[40] and for each problem the orderings suggested by the heuristics were recorded and
compared to the cell counts produced by Qepcad. Note that none of three heuristics takes
into account the quantifier structure of the problem, but rather work on only properties
of the polynomials. As discussed above, some heuristics are more expensive than others.
However, since none of the costs were prohibitive for our data set the cost of an heuristic
is not considered here.
Finally, the machine learning task was to predict which of the three heuristics will give
an optimal variable ordering for a given problem, where optimal means that it produced
the lowest cell count in the resulting CAD.

4.5

Problem features

To apply machine learning, we need to identify features of the CAD problem that may
be relevant to the correct choice of heuristic. Table 4.1 shows the 11 features that we
identified, where (x0 , x1 , x2 ) are the three variable labels used in all our problems. The
features were chosen as easily computable properties which might affect the performances
of the heuristics.
Table 4.1: Description of the features used. The proportion of a variable occurring in
polynomials is the number of polynomials containing the variable divided by total number
of polynomials. The proportion of a variable occurring in monomials is the number of
terms containing the variable divided by total number of terms in polynomials.
Feature number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Description
Number of polynomials.
Maximum total degree of polynomials.
Maximum degree of x0 among all polynomials.
Maximum degree of x1 among all polynomials.
Maximum degree of x2 among all polynomials.
Proportion of x0 occurring in polynomials.
Proportion of x1 occurring in polynomials.
Proportion of x2 occurring in polynomials.
Proportion of x0 occurring in monomials.
Proportion of x1 occurring in monomials.
Proportion of x2 occurring in monomials.

Each feature vector in the training set was associated with a label, +1 or −1, indicating in which of two classes it was placed. To take Brown heuristic as an example, a
corresponding training set was derived with each problem labelled +1 if Brown heuristic
suggested a variable ordering with the lowest number of cells, or −1 otherwise.
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The features could all be easily calculated from the problem input using Maple. For
example, if the input formula is defined as the set of polynomials
{−6x20 − x32 − 1,

x40 x2 + 9x1 ,

x0 + x20 − x2 x0 − 5}

then the problem will have the feature vector


5 1 1
1
.
3, 5, 4, 1, 3, 1, , 1, , ,
3
9 9 3
After the feature generation process, the training data (feature vectors) were normalized so
that each feature had zero mean and unit variance across the set. The same normalization
was then also applied to the validation and test sets.

4.6

Parameter optimization

We used SVM-Light with a RBF kernel to do the classification for this experiment. As
discussed in Section 3.5, given a training set, we can easily compute the value of parameter
j by looking at the ratio of the number of negative samples to the number of positive
samples. However, it is less trivial to find the optimal values of γ and C. In order to
determine good values for these parameters, we employed a five-fold cross validation [66].
The overall data was partitioned into two sets, with approximately 75% of the problems
placed into a training set (5280 problems) and 25% of them retained in a test set (1721
problems). Both sets were stratified to maintain relative class proportions (i.e. in each
partition, the ratio between positive and negative samples is the same). For the fivefold cross validation we further partitioned the training set into five subsets of equal
size that all contain the same number of positive (+1) and negative (-1) samples. We
then perform five runs, where in each run, one subset is used as the validation set, while
the remaining four subsets are combined and used as the training set. As in Section
3.5, a grid-search optimisation procedure was used on each run to determine the best
parameter setting for that run. The grid-search optimisation procedure involves a search
over a range of (γ, C) values, where γ varied between 2−15 , 2−14 , 2−13 , . . . , 23 , and C varied
between 2−5 , 2−4 , 2−3 , . . . , 215 . The score of Matthews coefficient for each (γ, C) pair from
all five runs was then averaged and the pair with the highest average performance score
was chosen as the parameter setting for the classifier on the full training data, and the
learned model was then tested on the separate test set. Figure 4.3 illustrates the five-fold
cross validation process.

4.7

Results

We used the number of problems for which a selected variable ordering is optimal to
measure the efficacy of each heuristic and compared the efficacy of the heuristic selected
by machine learning with the efficacy of each individual heuristic.
Table 4.2 breaks down the results into a set of mutually exclusive outcomes that
describe all possibilities. The column headed ‘Machine Learning’ indicates whether the
machine learning selected heuristic was the best one. The next three columns indicate
which of the heuristics performed best. All 13 possibilities are listed above. Note that at
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Figure 4.3: 5-fold cross validation

least one of the fixed heuristics must have a ‘Y’ since, by definition, the optimal ordering is
obtained by at least one heuristic. For each of these cases we list the number of problems
for which this case occurred for both the quantifier-free and quantified experiments.
For many problems more than one heuristic selects the optimal variable ordering and
the probability of a randomly selected heuristic giving the optimal ordering depends
on how many optimal heuristics we have. For example, a random selection would be
successful 1/3 of the time if one heuristic gives the optimal ordering or 2/3 of the time if
two heuristics do so.
In Table 4.2, case 1 is where machine learning cannot make any difference as all
heuristics are equally optimal. We compare the remaining cases pairwise. For each pair,
the behaviour of the fixed heuristics are identical and the difference is whether or not
machine learning picked a winning heuristic (one of the ones with a Y). We can see that
in all cases but one the machine learning algorithm selects an optimal heuristic more often
than not (in Cases 8 and 9 machine learning selects optimally for 50% of Quantifier-Free
examples and 47% of quantified examples). For each pair we can compare its selection
with a random selection. For example, for the pair of cases 2 and 3, sotd and ndrr are
successful heuristics and Brown is not. A random selection would be successful 2/3 of
the time. For the quantifier-free examples, the machine learned selection is successful
146/(146 + 39) or approximately 79% of the time.
We repeated this calculation for the quantified case and the other pairs, as shown in
Table 4.3. In each case the values have been compared to the chance of success when
picking a random heuristic. There are two distinct sets in Table 4.3: those where only
one heuristic was optimal and those where two are. We see that the machine learning
selection is better than random choice in every case in both experiments.
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Table 4.2: Categorising the problems into a set of mutually exclusive cases characterised
by which heuristics were successful.
Case

Machine Learning sotd

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N

ndrr

Brown

quantifier-free

Quantified

Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N

Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
Y

399
146
39
208
35
64
7
106
106
159
58
230
164

573
96
24
232
43
57
11
66
75
101
89
208
146

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N

Table 4.3: Proportion of examples where machine learning picks a successful heuristic.
sotd

ndrr

Brown

Y
Y
N
Y
N
N

Y
N
Y
N
Y
N

N
Y
Y
N
N
Y

Quantifier-free
79%
86%
90%
50%
73%
58%

(>67%)
(>67%)
(>67%)
(>33%)
(>33%)
(>33%)

Quantified
80%
84%
84%
47%
53%
59%

(>67%)
(>67%)
(>67%)
(>33%)
(>33%)
(>33%)

By summing those cases in Table 4.2 where machine learning selects the optimal
heuristic, as well as the cases where each individual heuristic performs best, we get Table
4.4. This compares, for both the quantifier-free and quantified problem sets, the learned
selection with each of the heuristics on their own.
Of the three heuristics, Brown seems to be the best, albeit by a small margin. Its
performance is a little surprising, both because the Brown heuristic is less well known
(having never been formally published) and because it requires little computation (taking
only simple measurements on the input).
Table 4.4: Total number of problems for which each heuristic picks the best ordering.

quantifier-free
Quantified

Machine Learning

sotd

ndrr

Brown

1312
1333

1039
1109

872
951

1107
1270
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For the quantifier-free problems there were 399 problems where all three heuristics
picked the optimal variable ordering, 499 where two did and 823 where one did. Hence
for the problem set the chances of picking a successful heuristic at random is

100
399 + 499 × 32 + 823 × 13 ≃ 58%
1721

which compares to 100 × 1312/1721 ≃ 76% for machine learning. For the quantified
problems the figures are 64% and 77%. Hence, machine learning performs much better
than a random choice in both cases. Further, if we were to use only the heuristic that
performed the best on this data, the Brown heuristic, then we would pick a successful
ordering for approximately 64% of the quantifier-free problems and 74% of the quantified
problems. We see that a machine learned choice is also superior to simply using any one
heuristic.

4.8

A comparison of the three heuristics

In the process of applying machine learning to pick a heuristic for selecting a variable
ordering, a large amount of data was generated. For each of the 7001 three-variable
examples in the nlsat database a CAD was constructed for all six variable orderings,
and all three heuristics were used to predict a variable ordering. Previous work on CAD
heuristics has involved small data sets [36] (used 48 examples to obtain their conclusions),
so such a large data set may lead to fresh insight. From the experimental results, the
conclusion of which heuristic performed best varies depending on the criteria used. In
this section, I give a comparison of the three heuristics and highlight their performance
under different criteria.
Table 4.5 shows the number of problems and their relative occurrence in the problem
set where each heuristic was the most competitive of the three. From this table, we see
that Brown heuristic is most likely to make the best choice, both when quantified and
when quantifier-free.
Whilst selecting an optimal variable ordering is important, it is also relevant to consider
the actual savings in cell counts. When a heuristic selects a non-optimal variable ordering
it may differ from the optimal choice by as little as 2 cells or as many as thousands of
cells. Table 4.6 summarises this behaviour by computing the average cell count for each
problem over the six variable orderings, then computing the percentage saved (with a
negative percentage indicating an increase in cell count) for the variable ordering each
heuristic selects. The mean and median of the savings of each heuristic are given in Table
4.6.
Next, we investigated how much of a cell count saving is offered by each heuristic, and
made the following calculations for each problem:
(1) The average cell count of the six orderings;
(2) The difference between the cell count for each heuristic’s pick and the problem average;
(3) The value of (2) as a percentage of (1).
These calculations were made for all problems in which no variable ordering timed out
(5262 of the quantifier-free problems and 5332 of the quantified problems). The data is
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Table 4.5: Number of problems and their relative occurrence in the problem set where
each heuristic was the most competitive.
sotd
quantifier-free
Quantified

ndrr

Brown

4221 (60.29%) 3620 (51.71%) 4523 (64.61%)
4603 (65.75%) 4000 (57.13%) 5166 (73.79%)

shown in form of boxplots in Figure 4.4. The boxes indicate the second and third quartiles,
separated by the median. The vertical range indicates the range of the data set, and the
mean is shown as a circle. The mean and median values are also given in Table 4.6 (and
marked in Figure 4.4 with circles and lines respectively). Outliers are discounted, which
are points further than 32 times the interquartile range away from the upper and lower
quartiles.
Figure 4.4: Percentage of cell count saving offered by each heuristic (mean and median).
The range of the data is indicated (discounting outlier values).

While Brown heuristic makes the best choice most frequently, for quantifier-free problems the average saving of using sotd is actually larger. However, for quantified problems
Brown heuristic delivered more savings. Ndrr performs the worst on average, but there are
classes of problems where it makes a better choice than the others. For example, consider
the problems where at least one ordering timed out. Table 4.7 describes how often each
heuristic avoids a time out. We see that for quantified problems ndrr does the best.
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Table 4.6: How much of a cell count saving is offered by each heuristic (mean and
median).
Mean average
sotd
quantifier-free
Quantified

ndrr

Median value

Brown

sotd

ndrr

Brown

27.32% -0.20% 25.27% 29.47% 0.00% 32.28%
19.47% 4.15% 21.03% 14.68% 0.00% 16.67%

Table 4.7: How many times each heuristic avoids a time out.

quantifier-free
Quantified

4.9

sotd

ndrr

Brown

559
512

537
530

594
478

Summary

The experimental results confirmed our hypothesis, that no one heuristic is superior for all
problems and the correct choice will depend on the problem. Each of the three heuristics
tested had a substantial set of problems for which they were superior to the others and
so the problem was a suitable application for machine learning.
Using machine learning to select the best CAD heuristic yielded better results than
choosing one heuristic at random, or just using any of the individual heuristics in isolation,
indicating there is a relation between simple algebraic features of the problem and the
best heuristic choice. This could lead to the development of a new individual heuristic in
the future.
The experiments involved testing heuristics on 1721 CAD problems, certainly the
largest such experiment that I am aware of. For comparison, the best known previous
study on such heuristics [36] tested with 48 problems. From the experimental results,
the conclusion of which heuristic is the best varies depending on the criteria. If machine
learning is not available then Brown heuristic is the most competitive for our example set,
and this is despite it involving less computation than the others.
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Chapter 5
Predicting the usefulness of Gröbner
basis preconditioning
Similar to how CAD computation is useful for solving systems of polynomial (in)equations
and inequalities, Gröbner basis calculation is one of the main practical tools for solving
systems of polynomial equations. Furthermore, a study by Wilson [106] shows an interesting connection between both algorithms. In particular, applying a Gröbner basis
calculation to systems of polynomial (in)equalities to precondition the input problem
before invoking CAD may often reduce the number of cells generated during the CAD
construction. However, Gröbner basis preconditioning is not always beneficial. As there is
no fixed rule to decide if Gröbner basis preconditioning is beneficial or not, we investigate
whether machine learning can help with the prediction.
In the rest of this chapter, I present the methodology of the experimental work undertaken. I applied machine learning to a single classification problem, predicting whether
Gröbner basis preconditioning is beneficial or not for a given set of problems. In addition,
a series of feature selection experiments was carried out to determine which measured
features are significant. The learning results were analysed and compared using different
feature subsets. Finally I will give a summary and ideas for future work.

5.1

Gröbner basis preconditioning for CAD

Our goal is to apply machine learning to the problem of predicting whether Gröbner
basis preconditioning is beneficial to CAD problems or not. More specifically, we want
to examine this in the context of conjunctions of polynomial (in)equalities. Suppose we
want to decide the validity of the formula
e1 = 0 ∧ · · · ∧ ek = 0 ∧ B(f1 , . . . , fl ),
where B is a boolean combination of inequations (6=) and inequalities (>, <) on some
polynomials fj where j ∈ 1, · · · , l, and e1 = 0, · · · , ek = 0 is a set of polynomial equations.
Applying a Gröbner basis preconditioning to the input does the following: rather than
computing a CAD for the system of equations E (i.e. e1 = 0∧e2 = 0∧· · · ) and inequalities
B directly, we first compute a (purely lexicographical) Gröbner basis on E, and output a
set of polynomials GB which is equivalent to E in the sense that it generates the same
ideal. The CAD step is now performed on the Gröbner basis GB (instead of E), together
with B.
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Note that Gröbner basis preconditioning is computationally very cheap compared
to CAD construction. However, it may be the case that the CAD calculation on the
preconditioned input is less efficient than on the original input; hence it is not always
beneficial to perform the CAD on the preconditioned input. The question therefore is less
whether we want to compute the Gröbner basis of the input, but rather whether we want
to use it. This distinction allows us to always compute the Gröbner basis of the input
and use some of its algebraic properties as features for our learning algorithm.

5.2

Data

I conducted an initial experiment using the same problem set (the nlsat dataset [79]) as
in Chapter 4. For Gröbner basis preconditioning to be useful, a problem needs to contain
a conjunction of at least two equalities. The Gröbner basis of a single polynomial is that
polynomial itself, so preconditioning is possible, but not useful in this case. From the
data set, 493 three-variable problems and 403 four-variable problems were extracted that
meet this criterion. Gröbner basis preconditioning was applied to each problem. Cell
counts with and without using Gröbner basis preconditioning were collected separately
using Maple. It turns out that Gröbner basis preconditioning is always beneficial for the
extracted three-variable and four-variable problems. This is an interesting finding for the
nlsat dataset, however it means that the nlsat dataset cannot be used for a meaningful
machine learning experiment.
I also considered other traditional CAD problem sets (such as Wilson et al. [107]),
however none of them have a sufficient number of problems for machine learning as far
as we know. Hence, we decided to generate problems for the experiment. The problem
generation process was designed to generate unbiased data sets for learning, while being
computationally feasible for the experiment.
In total, 1200 problems were generated in Maple using the randpoly (random polynomial generator) command. The code in Figure 5.1 was used to generate the problems
for the experiment. For each problem, two sets of polynomials (E and B) were generated
with each of them containing three polynomials. The set E represents the set of conjoined polynomial equations, while B represents the set of polynomial inequations and
inequalities. The set of polynomials was generated by fixing the number of variables to
three and the number of terms to two for each polynomial. Total degrees varied between
2 and 4 (as illustrated in Figure 5.1, 400 problems are generated for each variation) and
the coefficients of the polynomials vary between −20 and 20.

5.3

Evaluating the heuristics

Originally, 1200 three-variable problems were generated as previously described. For each
problem, the CAD cell counts both with and without applying Gröbner basis preconditioning were recorded and compared. A time limit of 300 CPU seconds was set for each
problem, which resulted in 1062 problems that finished the run within this time limit.
These 1062 problems constitute the dataset. The usefulness of Gröbner basis preconditioning was determined by whether it reduced the cell count or not, compared with a
direct CAD.
Technical Note: all computations were performed in Maple 17 on a 2.4GHz Intel
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Figure 5.1: Sample Maple command for random polynomial generation. The value of
num varies between 2 and 4.
E := [ randpoly ([ x ,y , z], terms = 2,
degree = num , coeffs = rand ( -20 .. 20)) ,
randpoly ([x ,y ,z ], terms = 2,
degree = num , coeffs = rand ( -20 .. 20)) ,
randpoly ([x ,y ,z ], terms = 2,
degree = num , coeffs = rand ( -20 .. 20))
];
B := [ randpoly ([ x ,y , z], terms = 2,
degree = num , coeffs = rand ( -20 .. 20)) ,
randpoly ([x ,y ,z ], terms = 2,
degree = num , coeffs = rand ( -20 .. 20)) ,
randpoly ([x ,y ,z ], terms = 2,
degree = num , coeffs = rand ( -20 .. 20))
];

processor. The CAD method used is the one described in Chen et al. [24], where first
Cn is decomposed cylindrically in the variable ordering, and then the decomposition is
refined to a CAD of Rn . The two phases are analogous but not equivalent to projection
and lifting (see [23] for details). A purely lexicographical order with x ≺ y ≺ z was used
as a monomial order for the Gröbner base (denoted plex(z, y, x)).

5.4

Problem features

In order to apply machine learning, we need to identify relevant features of the problems.
Table 5.1 shows the 28 features that were identified, where (x, y, z) are the three variable
labels used in all our problems. They were chosen as easily computable features of the
problems that relate to the cell count of its CAD. The features used for the current experiment mainly fall into two sets. The first set of features were generated from polynomials
of the original problem, the other set of features were obtained from polynomials after
applying Gröbner basis preconditioning. In addition, Wilson [106] proposed the following
metric:
TNoI(F ) =

X

NoI(f ),

f ∈F

where NoI(f ) is the number of indeterminates present in a polynomial f , and F denotes
the set of polynomials in the problem. The measure TNoI itself showed a promising
correlation to whether the preconditioning is beneficial or not. Moreover, the logarithm
(base 2) of the ratio of TNoI (equivalently the difference of the logarithms) has an even
stronger correlation to changes in the cell counts. Hence the difference of the logarithms
of TNoI was also included in the feature set. In addition, we also consider the logarithm
of the ratio of the maximum total degrees (tds) and the sum of total degrees (stds). The
definition of the tds and stds measures is
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tds(F ) = max tds(f ),
f ∈F

stds(F ) =

X

tds(f ).

f ∈F

Note it should be clear that stds measure here differs from the sotd heuristic described
in Section 4.2. The stds measure here only calculates the sum of the total degrees of the
input polynomials, and no projection is involved. However, the sotd heuristic constructs
the full set of projection polynomials for each permitted ordering and selects the ordering
whose corresponding set has the lowest sum of total degrees for each of the monomials in
each of the polynomials. The stds measure is computationally much cheaper than the
sotd heuristic.
In addition to training a classifier using all the features provided in Table 5.1, I trained
classifiers using two subsets of the all features in order to understand whether one set appeared more useful than the other. One feature subset contains 12 features about the set
of polynomials from the original problem before applying Gröbner basis preconditioning
(Feature Numbers 1 to 12 from Table 5.1), while the other subset contains 13 features
about the set of polynomials after applying Gröbner basis preconditioning (Feature Numbers 13 to 25 from Table 5.1). The number of polynomials for the input problems was
always six, so this is not included in the first feature set. However, the number of polynomials after Gröbner basis preconditioning varies and hence is included in the second
feature set. For convenience, in the rest of the chapter, I use all features to denote all
28 features in Table 5.1, before features for features obtained from the input polynomials
before applying Gröbner basis preconditioning, and after features for features obtained
from the polynomials after applying Gröbner basis preconditioning.
I applied the feature generation process to create training sets with three feature sets
(all features, before features, after features) separately. In spite of the use of different
feature sets, each feature vector in the training set was associated with a label (the
corresponding tuples in the three feature subsets have the same label). A training set
was derived, with each problem labelled +1 if Gröbner basis preconditioning is beneficial
for CAD construction, or −1 otherwise. The features were calculated from the problem
input using Maple. For example, suppose that the input formula is defined using the set
of polynomials
E := {−12yz − 3z, 17x2 − 6, −2yz + 5x}
B := {−2yz − 9y,

−15x2 − 19y,

6xz + 3}

Computing a Gröbner basis for E, we obtain a new set of polynomials GB
GB := {17x2 − 6,

4y + 1,

z + 10x}.

Then the problem will have the all features vector


2 2 2 1 5 5
2 1 1 1 1 1
12, 12, 2, 2, 1, 1, , , , , , , 6, 10, 10, 2, 2, 1, 1, , , , , , , 0.263, 2.585, 0 ,
3 3 3 3 12 12
3 2 2 3 3 4
where each component corresponds to a feature in Table 5.1; the before features vector
will be


2 2 2 1 5 5
,
12, 12, 2, 2, 1, 1, , , , , ,
3 3 3 3 12 12
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Table 5.1: Description of the features used
Feature number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Description
TNoI before GB.
stds before GB.
tds of polynomials before GB.
Maximum degree of x among all polynomials before GB.
Maximum degree of y among all polynomials before GB.
Maximum degree of z among all polynomials before GB.
Proportion of x occurring in polynomials before GB.
Proportion of y occurring in polynomials before GB.
Proportion of z occurring in polynomials before GB.
Proportion of x occurring in monomials before GB.
Proportion of y occurring in monomials before GB.
Proportion of z occurring in monomials before GB.
Number of polynomials after GB.
TNoI after GB.
stds after GB.
tds of polynomials after GB.
Maximum degree of x among all polynomials after GB.
Maximum degree of y among all polynomials after GB.
Maximum degree of z among all polynomials after GB.
Proportion of x occurring in polynomials after GB.
Proportion of y occurring in polynomials after GB.
Proportion of z occurring in polynomials after GB.
Proportion of x occurring in monomials after GB.
Proportion of y occurring in monomials after GB.
Proportion of z occurring in monomials after GB.
lg(TNoI before) - lg(TNoI after)
lg(stds before) - lg(stds after)
lg(tds before) - lg(tds after)

with components corresponding to Feature Numbers 1 to 12 in Table 5.1; and the after
features vector will be


2 1 1 1 1 1
6, 10, 10, 2, 2, 1, 1, , , , , ,
,
3 2 2 3 3 4
with component corresponding to Feature Numbers 13 to 25 in Table 5.1.
After the feature generation process, the training data (feature vectors) were standardised so that each feature had zero mean and unit variance across the training set.
The same standardisation was then applied to features in the test set, using the mean
and standard derivation from the training set.

5.5

Cross-validation and grid-search

I conducted the experiment on the 1062 conjoined polynomial (in)equalities. The data
was partitioned into 80% training (849 problems) and 20% test (213 problems), stratified
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to maintain relative class proportions in both training and test partitions. We recall that
there are two parameters involved when using a RBF kernel: a penalty parameter C and γ
for RBF kernel itself. We used a grid-search optimisation procedure along with a five-fold
stratified cross validation (see Section 4.6) to find optimal parameter values for C and γ.
I repeated this procedure for the all features set, the before features set and the after
features set.

5.6

Results for three feature sets

I compared the machine learning outcomes, between results obtained with all features
used, with just the before features, and with just the after features. The classification
accuracy was used to measure the efficacy of the machine learning selection process. The
test set contained 159 positive samples and 54 negative samples (there are 159 problems
where applying Gröbner basis preconditioning is beneficial). In approximately 75% of the
cases Gröbner basis preconditioning was beneficial for CAD construction for the given
problem; this was used as a baseline for measuring the efficacy of the classifiers. The
selection results are given in Table 5.2. We can see that only using before features has
no improvement compared to the baseline case; while both all features and after features,
demonstrated better results than baseline. The selection result of using all features is
inferior to only using after features. This seems to indicate that the features that matter
mainly concern the algebraic properties of the polynomials after preconditioning. However, we cannot conclude this directly: early research has shown that a variable that
is completely useless by itself can provide a significant performance improvement when
taken with others [49]. To be absolutely confident about which features were significant
and which were superfluous, further feature selection experiments were carried out. The
results show that the optimal feature subsets contains features from both before features
and after features. We will see more details in the following sections.
Table 5.2: Predicted accuracy
Heuristics

Number of problems

Percentage of test set

159
162
159
167

75%
76%
75%
78%

Always applying GB
All features
Before features
After features

5.7

Feature selection

Given the fact that after features is a subset of all features, there is an indication that
not all the features contribute to the machine learning process, only a small number of
features are needed for learning to be effective. Moreover, the reduced feature set is
often beneficial for better understanding the underlying concept. Consequently some feature selection methods were applied. I have already discussed various feature selection
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techniques in the machine learning background chapter (see Section 2.2.3). In this experiment, both filter and wrapper methods were applied for feature selection, and the results
were compared. The feature selection experiments were conducted in Weka (Waikato
Environment for Knowledge Analysis) [51], which is a popular machine learning library
written in Java. Weka supports several standard machine learning tasks, for example
data preprocessing, clustering, classification, regression and feature selection. Each data
point is also represented as a fixed number of features. The inputs for this experiment are
samples of 29 features, where the first 28 are the real-valued features from Table 5.1, and
the final one is a “nominal” feature denoting its class. I will describe two feature selection
methods (the filter method and the wrapper method) in the following two sections.

5.7.1

The filter method

A popular filter method, the correlation based feature selection method, was applied
(see Hall [52]). Unlike other popular filter methods (see [50]), correlation based feature
selection measures the rank of feature subsets instead of individual features. The feature
subset which contains features highly correlated with the class, but uncorrelated with each
other is preferred. The heuristic below is used to measure the quality of a feature subset,
and takes into account feature-class correlation as well as feature-feature correlation.
Gs = p

krci
k + k(k − 1)rii′

(5.1)

Above, k is the number of features in the subset, rci denotes the average feature-class
correlation of feature i, and rii′ is the average feature-feature correlation between feature
i and i′ . Here, the numerator of Equation 5.1 indicates how much relevance there is
between the class and a set of features, while the denominator measures the redundancy
among the features. The higher this measure, the better the feature subset.
In order to apply this heuristic to estimate the merit of a feature subset, it is necessary to compute the feature-class correlations and feature-feature correlations. With the
exception of the class attribute, all 28 features are continuous. In order to have a common
measure for computing the correlations in Equation 5.1, we first discretize the numeric
features using the method of Fayyad and Irani [41]. After that, a correlation measure
based on the information-theoretical concept of entropy is used, which is a measure of the
uncertainty of a random variable. The entropy of a variable X is defined as
X
H(X) = −
p(xi )log2 (p(xi )).
(5.2)
i

The entropy of X after observing values of another variable Y is defined as
X
X
H(X|Y ) = −
p(yj )
p(xi |yj )log2 (p(xi |yj )).
j

(5.3)

i

where p(xi ) is the prior probabilities for all values of X, and p(xi |yi ) is the posterior
probabilities of X given the values of Y . The information gain (IG) [88] measures the
amount by which the entropy of X decreases by additional information about X provided
by Y , and it is given by
IG(X, Y ) = H(X) − H(X|Y ).
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(5.4)

The symmetrical uncertainty (SU) (a modified information gain measure) is then used to
measure the correlation between two discrete variables (X and Y) [87]:


H(X) − H(X|Y )
(5.5)
SU(X, Y ) = 2.0 ×
H(X) + H(Y )
Treating each feature as well as the class as random variables, we can apply this as our
correlation measure. More specifically, we simply use SU(c, i) to measure the correlation
′
between a feature i and a class c, and SU(i, i ) to measure the correlation between features
i and i′ . These values are then substituted as rci and rii′ in Equation 5.1.
We recall that the aim of this correlation based filter method is to find the optimal
subset of features which maximises the metric given in Equation 5.1. Although the size
of the feature set in this experiment was small, consisting of only 28 features, the number
of possible subsets is still very large. There are
228 − 1 ≃ 2.7 × 108
subsets, which is too many for exhaustive search. Instead a greedy stepwise forward
selection search strategy was used for searching the space of feature subsets, which works
by adding the current best feature at each round. The search begins with the empty
set, and in each step the score (as in Equation 5.1) is computed for every single feature
addition, and the feature with the best score improvement is added. If at some step none
of the remaining features provide an improvement, the algorithm stops, and the current
feature set is returned. The best feature subset found with this method is shown in Table
5.3.
Table 5.3: Feature selection results suggested by the filter method, ordered by importance
Feature number
14
13
2
26
21
15
23
19
25
27

5.7.2

Description
TNoI after GB.
Number of polynomials after GB.
stds before GB.
lg(TNoI before) - lg(TNoI after)
Proportion of y occurring in polynomials after GB.
stds after GB.
Proportion of x occurring in monomials after GB.
Maximum degree of z among all polynomials after GB.
Proportion of z occurring in monomials after GB.
lg(stds before) - lg(stds after)

The wrapper method

The wrapper feature selection method evaluates attributes by using accuracy estimates
provided by the actual target learning algorithm. Evaluation of each feature set was
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conducted with a learning scheme (as with earlier experiments, a support vector machine
with radial basis function kernel function was used). The SVM algorithm is run on the
dataset, with the same data partitions as described in Section 5.5. Similarly, a five-fold
cross validation was carried out. The feature subset with the highest average accuracy
was chosen as the final set on which to run the SVM algorithm.
In more detail, in each training/validation fold, starting with an empty set of features,
each feature was added and a model was fitted to the training data set and the classifier
was then tested on the validation set. This was done on all the features, resulting in a
score for each where the score reflects the accuracy of the classifier. The final score for
each feature was its average over the five folds. Having obtained a score for all features in
the manner above, the feature with the highest score was then added in the feature set.
Then, the same greedy procedure as described for the filter method (see Section 5.7.1),
was applied to obtain the best feature subset.
Considering the large number of cases, the parameters (C, γ) were selected from an
optimised sub range instead of performing the full grid search range as in Section 5.5.
Ideally one would optimise over a large parameter selection range, but a reduced range
suffices to demonstrate the performance of a reduced feature set. In the previous experiments with all features, before features and after features, I found that C taken from
25 , 26 , 27 , 28, 29 , 210 and γ taken from 2−5 , 2−6 , 2−7 , 2−8, 2−9 , 2−10 generally provided good
classifier performance (the best parameter settings from all features, before features and
after features all fell into this range). The 36 pairs of (C, γ) values were tested and an
optimal feature subset with the highest accuracy was found for each. The feature subset
that gave the highest accuracy was then selected as the final feature set. The best feature
subset found is shown in Table 5.4, where we can see that most of the features related to
variable z (feature numbers 9, 12 and 13). This makes sense since the projection order
we used was x ≺ y ≺ z. The variable z is projected first and hence affects the complexity
the most.
Table 5.4: Feature selection results suggested by the wrapper method, ordered by importance
Feature number
14
9
22
4
12

Description
TNoI after GB.
Proportion of z occurring in polynomials before GB.
Proportion of z occurring in polynomials after GB.
Maximum degree of x among all polynomials before GB.
Proportion of z occurring in monomials before GB.

Furthermore I examined the performance on even further reduced feature sets, obtained by the feature ranking given by the wrapper method. The overall prediction
accuracies are shown in Figure 5.2. For instance, the predictor obtained from only using
a single feature (the best ranked feature was TNoI after GB for both filter and wrapper
methods) scored an accuracy score of 0.756 in that run, with the performance steadily
increasing with the size of the feature set until the fifth feature. Taking any sixth feature
into the set did not improve the performance noticeably, and hence resulted in the cutoff
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Figure 5.2: Performance of a sample run with different sizes of feature sets

chosen by the wrapper method.
In addition, given the now relatively low dimensionality of the feature space as obtained
by the wrapper method, I performed an error analysis on the misclassified data points.
Figure 5.3 shows 40 misclassified data points and their features 4 and 14, while Figure
5.4 shows the remaining features 9, 12, 22 of the same samples. While most of the
features do not seem to exhibit any prominent pattern, it is interesting that feature 4 of
all misclassified samples is either 1 or 2. Compared to the whole data set, which consisted
to roughly a third of samples with a feature 4 value of 3 or 4, this seems to indicate that
the algorithm performs better on instances with a higher maximum degree of x among all
polynomials before GB.

5.7.3

Results with reduced features

Having obtained now the reduced feature sets, I applied the same experiment again to
compare the performance of the learning when using the smaller feature sets. The data
set was partitioned into 80% training and 20% test set, and were stratified to maintain relative class proportions in both training and test partitions. Again, a five-fold
cross validation and a finer grid-search optimisation procedure over the range of (C, γ)
pairs was conducted where γ varies between 2−15 , 2−14 , 2−13 , . . . , 23 and C varies between
2−5 , 2−4, 2−3 , . . . , 215 (as described in Section 4.6) to determine the parameter selection,
and the selected features were used. The classifier with maximum averaged Matthew coefficient was selected and the resulting classifier was then evaluated on the test. The testing
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Figure 5.3: Feature 4 and 14 of misclassified data

data was also reduced to contain only the features selected. The classification accuracy
was used to measure the performance of the classifier. In order to better estimate the
generalisation performance of classifiers with reduced feature sets, the data was permuted
and partitioned into 80% training and 20% test again and the whole process was repeated
for 50 times. For each run, each training set was standardised to have zero mean and unit
variance, with the same offset and scaling applied subsequently to the corresponding test
partition. Figure 5.5 shows boxplots of the list of accuracy generated by 50 runs of the
five-fold cross validation. Both reduced feature sets generated similar results and show a
large improvement on the base case where Gröbner basis preconditioning is always used
before CAD construction. The average overall prediction accuracy of filter subset and
wrapper subset is 79% and 78% respectively; all the 50 runs of wrapper subset performed
above base line, while the top three quantiles of the results of both sets achieve higher
than 77% percentage accuracy.

5.8

Summary

Distribution and Correlation of Features We investigated the application of machine learning to the problem of predicting whether Gröbner basis preconditioning is beneficial to
CAD problems or not. The experiments involved testing on 1062 randomly generated
problems. I conducted the initial experiment on three feature sets (all features, before
features and after features) to predict whether Gröbner basis preconditioning is beneficial or not for CAD construction. Three feature sets were tested in order to understand
whether one set appeared more useful than the others. Using the machine learned selec59

Figure 5.4: Feature 9,12 and 22 of misclassified data

tion (with all features and after features) yielded better results than always using Gröbner
basis preconditioning by default. The results from using only before features ties with the
baseline case. I also did a series of feature selection experiments; the results showed that
the optimal feature subsets contains features from both before features and after features.
The results also demonstrated that not all features contribute to the machine learning
process; having fewer features may even improve learning efficiency. Though a large
number of features were examined, it turned out that only less than half of all features
are required for effective learning in this experiment. Different feature selection methods
gave rise to different feature subsets, while both of them showing an improvement over
the baseline case. The prediction of which features were needed could not be reasonably
made beforehand, and so the feature selection method is important and it may indicate
something useful to be learned about computer algebra algorithms.
There are many ways in which this work could be extended to further explore the benefit machine learning can offer in the formulation of problems for CAD. My experiments
involved testing on randomly generated problems due to the limited availability of data,
and thus the data was quite uniform. An obvious extension to the work in this section is to
experiment on a wider data set to see if these results, both the benefit of machine learning
and the superiority of Gröbner basis preconditioning, hold more generally. Furthermore in
the current experiment, the variable ordering for CAD and Gröbner basis preconditioning
was fixed. Ideally, we could also investigate the efficiency of machine learning on both,
Gröbner basis preconditioning and the variable ordering simultaneously. These problems
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Figure 5.5: Boxplots of 50 runs of the 5-fold cross validation with both the feature sets
suggested by filter and wrapper methods

are interrelated: the choice of variable ordering could affect the choice of Gröbner basis
preconditioning or not and likewise, performing Gröbner basis preconditioning could affect what the best variable ordering is. Hence, the best variable ordering without Gröbner
basis preconditioning can be different to the best one after preconditioning, and the best
overall may or may not involve preconditioning. A key extension for future work would be
to use machine learning to predict both variable ordering and the usefulness of Gröbner
preconditioning together, and investigate if a better performance can be obtained.
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Chapter 6
Related work
The term algorithm selection was first introduced by Rice [91] to formalize the problem:
Which algorithm is likely to perform best for my problem? Computer algebra systems
often have the issue of algorithm selection since there is rarely one single best algorithm
for the entire problem space. Computer algebra systems often use meta-algorithms to
make these choices, and their decisions are based on numerical parameters [21]. For
example, Mathematica uses a meta-algorithm for solving systems over cylindrical cells
described by cylindrical algebraic formulae. This allows cells produced from a CAD to be
used easily in further computation [97].
In this dissertation, another approach was taken to address the algorithm selection
problem, instead of the traditional meta-algorithms approach. Namely, we employed machine learning for the task of selecting the best decision or heuristic in three instances
of computer algebra applications over RCFs. Although the approach taken here for the
particular case of computer algebra is novel, there is existing work in similar fields. The
related work presented in the rest of the section covers these closely related topics, namely
machine learning in theorem proving, in automated/interactive theorem provers, and in
Boolean satisfiability (SAT) problems and quantified Boolean formula (QBF) solvers.
Machine learning was applied to demonstrate that the performance of cutting edge algorithms as well as actual solutions can be accurately predicted based on cheaply computable
features.

6.1

Machine learning for first-order theorem proving

In general, the proof finding process in theorem proving involves a very large search
space. Research has been done to improve proof automation by applying machine learning
techniques to learn from proof search heuristics.
E is an automatic theorem prover for first order logic with equality developed by
Schulz [94]. In E, there is an automatic mode, which picks heuristics for selecting clauses,
literals, the term ordering, and other parameters using binary or ternary valued features.
The features include properties like “Are the axioms (non-negative clauses) in the problem
unit, Horn, or non-Horn clauses?”, “Do the goals contain variables or are they ground?”.
The space of all problems is partitioned into different classes based on these features. Each
of the resulting classes is assigned to a separate search heuristic, which is selected using
prior experimental results. In general the automatic mode shows a better result than the
first heuristic picked even by an expert. However, since the classes are predefined by the
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developer, there is also a risk of over-specialization.
Recent work by Bridge et al. [14, 13] took a different approach to tackling the heuristic selection problem in E. The approach taken was to use existing heuristics and to
automatically learn to select a good heuristic using simple features of the conjecture and
the associated axioms. Five top-performance heuristics (most likely to be selected by the
auto mode of E) were selected for the experiment. Heuristic selection based on simple features of the conjecture and the associated axioms was shown to do better than any single
heuristic, and did much better than random heuristic selection. Bridge conducted feature
selection experiments; the results showed only a few features were required for effective
learning. Compared to the automatic mode in E, this approach allows real-valued features to be used for learning and assumes fewer predefined connections between features
and heuristics. The approach described in this dissertation is based on this work, while
different application areas are investigated. The initial motivation for exploring machine
learning in computer algebra systems largely follows from the success of this research.

6.2

Machine learning for axiom selection

Most automated theorem provers fail to discharge proof obligations generated by interactive theorem provers if there are a large number of background facts involved. Irrelevant
clauses in resolution problems increase the search space, making proofs hard to find within
a reasonable time limit. As a result, it is essential to find ways to automatically select
relevant axioms. Sledgehammer is a subsystem of Isabelle/HOL [80], which discharges interactive proof goals with assistance from automatic theorem provers. Recent
research done by Kühlwein et al. [70] applies machine learning to Sledgehammer [86].
Mash [70] implements a weighted sparse naive Bayes algorithm. When Sledgehammer
is invoked, it exports new facts and their proofs to the machine learner and queries it to
obtain relevant facts. Overall, this work goes some way to showing that there is a place
for machine learning in theorem proving, and that useful results can be found.
Earlier research has applied machine learning for axiom selection for systems based
on set theory and higher-order logic. Urban’s Mizar Proof Advisor (MPA) is able
to select suitable axioms from the huge Mizar library for an arbitrary problem within the
Mizar Problems for Theorem Proving (MPTP) [101]. MPTP is a system for translating
the Mizar Mathematical Library (MML) [92] into untyped first-order format suitable for
automated theorem provers and for generating corresponding theorem-proving problems.
MPA was used to improve the performance of the MPTP system by applying machine
learning to the previous proof experience extracted from MML, and then suggesting a limited
number of premises that are most likely to be useful for proving an arbitrary formula. A
feature-based machine learning framework was used, where features are symbols presented
in formulas. The training system runs on the existing server mode implemented in SNoW
[22], using a naive Bayes algorithm. The output for the learner is MML theorems ordered
by their expected utility (chance of being useful in the proof).
Following the success of MPA, Urban developed the MaLARea System (machine
learning for automated reasoning) [102] applying similar ideas. The SNoW system with
theDistribution and Correlation of Features naive Bayesian learning mode was also used
here. Information about all successful proofs found so far is collected and used for training.
Each training example contains all the symbols of a solved conjecture as features and the
names of the axioms needed for its proof as the target output. The trained classifier is
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then used to prune axioms for future runs. A list of axiom names was ranked according
to their expected usefulness, and this ranking was further used for future proofs (the top
n high rank axioms from the classifier were selected if the next run will limit the number
of axioms to n).

6.3

Machine learning for interactive theorem proving

Komendantskaya and Heras’s ML4PG project [68] attempts to show that it is possible
to apply machine learning to interactive theorem provers. The ML4PG system provides
a link between a theorem prover (Coq) [6] and machine learning tools (MATLAB [90]
and Weka [51]). It allows users to gather patterns of the form proof tree, goal structures
or proof steps. The gathered data is passed to the machine learning tool, which returns
clusters of lemmas that show similarities to the non-trivial proof. The results of clustering
give hints to users to further inspect the proofs of the clustered lemmas to see if there is
a proof pattern that could help advance the problematic proof. In their conclusions, it
would appear that clustering based on goal structures provides the best results.
Kaliszyk et al. [64] took a different approach by learning proof dependencies from
formalizations done in the Coq system. A feature-based machine learning framework
was used, where the features are the set of defined constants that appear in theorems
and definitions. Three machine learning methods (Naive Bayes [9], K-Nearest Neighbour
(KNN) [28] and a modified version of the MePo filter [76]) and their combinations were
compared on a dataset of 5021 toplevel Coq proofs coming from the CoRN repository
[31]. Each of the learning algorithms orders the available premises by their likelihood of
usefulness in proving the goal. Combining the three learning methods resulted in the best
performance, which suggested on average 75% of the needed proof dependencies among
the first 100 predictions. This experiment shows that learning the relevant parts of the
library necessary for proving a new Coq conjecture is possible.

6.4

Machine learning for SAT solvers

SAT solvers are programs used to automatically decide whether a propositional logic
formula is satisfiable or not. They have been used in many formal verification and program
analysis applications. Many SAT solvers exist [47], and different solvers perform best on
different set of problems. Machine learning can be applied to select the best solver for
the given problems.
Xu et al. developed a system called SATzilla2007 [110], which builds runtime prediction models using linear regression techniques based on features extracted from the
Boolean satisfiability problems and the algorithm’s past performance. This approach is
often referred to as the empirical hardness approach. They computed the runtime for
each selected candidate solver on each problem, and identified distinct features suggested
by domain experts (most of the features are derived from those suggested by Nudelman et
al. [81]) for building supervised learning model. The ridge regression model was used to
build a model that optimizes a given performance (such as mean runtime, percentage of
instances solved, or score in a competition) for each solver. The solver with best predicted
performance was selected.
Different from SATzilla2007, their recent version SATzilla2012 [111] is based on
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cost-sensitive classification models. For each new instance, a cost-sensitive classification
model [100] is applied for every pair of solvers in the portfolio, predicting which solver
performs better on a given instance based on the instance features. Finally the solver with
highest vote (or the one with the second-highest number of votes if the first one failed) is
run. They also pre-determine whether the feature extraction process is too expensive or
not using a classification model. A backup solver is used if the feature extraction process
is predicted to take too long or the predicted solver could not complete its run.
QBFs are a generalization of the SAT problem in which the variables are allowed to
be universally or existentially quantified. Samulowitz and Memisevic [93] explore the use
of multinomial logistic regression [53] for QBFs. They developed 10 variable branching
heuristics, where machine learning can be used to predict run-times and to choose the
optimal heuristic from them. The training set was obtained by running each heuristic
for each problem instance: the winning heuristic (that with the fastest runtime) for each
problem instance is recorded. They selected 78 features based on the basic properties
appropriate for SAT problems, but in addition with those specific to QBFs (e.g. number
of universal quantifiers, quantifier alternations).

6.5

Summary

For the work described in this dissertation, a different application area was studied. Based
on the promising results obtained by the existing research on applying machine learning techniques to theorem proving (automatic/interactive theorem provers, SAT/QBF
solvers), I investigated if machine learning is also applicable in a similar, yet different
area: computer algebra systems over RCFs. In computer algebra systems, the fact that
the choice of which algorithm to use is dependent on the particular problem being tackled
is a good motivation for machine learning since there is hope that relevant features can
be extracted. I give further discussion of the key results and future work of this thesis in
the next chapter.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
The problem of algorithm selection in computer algebra system is very important and
can dramatically affect the feasibility of a solution. But the right choice is not obvious
even for an expert in the field. The aim of this thesis was to see if machine learning is
applicable to the algorithm selection in computer algebra systems. With promising results
from three instances of computer algebra applications over RCFs: (i) choosing decision
procedures and time limits in MetiTarski; (ii) choosing a heuristic for CAD variable
ordering; (iii) predicting the usefulness of Gröbner basis preconditioning, we can give a
positive answer. The remainder of this chapter summarises the key results and suggests
how the work can be extended in future.

7.1

Key results

We summarise the key results described in this thesis.
Chapter 3: Choosing decision procedures and time limits in MetiTarski
Machine learning was applied to the problem-dependent selection of the most efficient decision procedure and the selection of the best time limit setting for RCF
decision procedure calls in MetiTarski. The experiments were done on 825 MetiTarski problems in a variant of the Thousands of Problems for Theorem Provers
(TPTP) format [98]. In the experiment of selecting the best decision procedure,
three RCF decision procedures were tested: Z3 with Strategy 1, Mathematica
and QEPCAD. For each problem, the best decision procedure to use was determined by running each of the decision procedures on the problem and choosing the
one with the fastest runtime. The experimental results confirmed our thesis that
no one decision procedure is superior for all problems and the correct choice will
depend on the problem. The machine-learned selection process in this application
performed better than any fixed decision procedure. As a benchmark, choosing
the best decision procedure proved 163 out of 194 problems, showing that machine
learned selection achieved an 84% optimal choice.
A further experiment was conducted to select between Z3 and Mathematica and
to set the best time limit on RCF calls for a given MetiTarski problem. In each
individual run, MetiTarski called Z3 or Mathematica with various time limits
on RCF calls: 0.1s, 1s, 10s, or 100s. The machine learned algorithm for selection
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performed better on our benchmark set than any of the individual fixed settings
used in isolation.
Although a small data set was used and some marginal improvement was obtained,
it is clear that the machine learned algorithm for selection can be useful, and this
motivated our investigation of its application to the field.
Chapter 4: Heuristic selection of CAD variable ordering
The choice of variable ordering for CAD is very important and can dramatically
affect the feasibility of a problem. We have investigated the use of machine learning
for making the choice of which heuristic to use when selecting a variable ordering
for CAD, and quantifier elimination by CAD. Using machine learning to select
the best CAD heuristic yielded better results than random choice: selecting an
optimal heuristic for 76% of quantifier-free problems and 77% quantified problems
(compared with 58% and 64% for a random choice and 64% and 74% for the best
performing heuristic (Brown)), indicating that there is a relationship between the
simple algebraic features and the best heuristic choice. This relationship could be
further explored to help develop of new individual heuristics in the future. From the
experimental results, the conclusion of which heuristic is the best varies depending
on which criteria used to judge. We highlight the strong performance of Brown
heuristic, surprising both because it requires the least computation and since it is
not formally published. (To the best of our knowledge it is mentioned only in notes
to a tutorial at ISSAC 2004 [17]).
Chapter 5: Predicting the usefulness of Gröbner basis preconditioning
Applying a Gröbner basis calculation to the systems of polynomial (in)equalities
to precondition the input problem before invoking CAD may often reduce the number of cells generated during CAD construction. However, Gröbner basis preconditioning is not always beneficial. I investigated the application of machine learning
to the problem of predicting whether Gröbner basis preconditioning is beneficial to
CAD problems or not. Three feature sets (all features, before features and after
features) were tested in order to understand whether one set appeared more useful
than the other. Using machine learned selection (with all features and after features) yielded better results than always using Gröbner basis preconditioning by
default.
A series of feature selection experiments was also conducted. The results show
that not all features contribute to the machine learning process; less than half
of the features were required for effective learning in this experiment. Using a
reduced feature set yielded better results: the feature subset suggested by the filter
method successfully predicted average 79% of the problems and using the feature
subset suggested by the wrapper method successfully predicted average 78% of the
problems from 50 runs of the 5-fold cross validation (compared to 75% when always
using Gröbner basis preconditioning by default). Results from feature selection
experiments show that the optimal feature subset contains features from both before
features and after features. The properties related to the first projected variable
affects heavily to the complexity of the rest of the algorithm.
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7.2

Future work

I summarise the possible extensions of this work and ideas for future investigation.
• Chapter 3: Choosing decision procedures and time limits in MetiTarski

1. The current feature set only contains two types of features: one related to the
various special functions and the other related to the number of variables in
the problem. A possible future extension could be exploring more feature types
relevant to the machine learned selection process. Possible features could be
the number of atomic formulas, the number of symbols and so on. Also, a
more sophisticated feature selection process could be applied as described in
Chapter 5.
2. I note there are other variations of RCF strategies which can be called by
MetiTarski. For example, interval constraint propagation (icp) [33], QEPCAD with icp, Mathematica with icp, Z3 with icp. Specialised variations
of RCF decision procedures have their own strengths and weaknesses for restricted classes of formulas. It would be interesting to test if machine learning
can assist with the selection among more strategies.
• Chapter 4: Heuristic selection of CAD variable ordering

1. Although a large data set of real world problems was used, we note that in some
ways the data was quite uniform. A key area of future work is experimentation on a wider data set to see if these results, both the benefit of machine
learning and the superiority of Brown heuristic, hold more generally. An initial
extension would be to relax the parameters used to select problems from the
nlsat dataset, for example by allowing problems with more variables. Another
restriction with this dataset is that all problems have one block of existential
quantifiers. Possible ways to generalise the data include randomly applying
quantifiers to the the existing problems, or randomly generating whole problems as in Chapter 5.
2. We do not suggest SVMs as the only suitable machine learning method for this
experiment, but overall an SVM with a radial basis function kernel worked well
here. It would be interesting to see if other machine learning methods could
offer similar or even better selections. Further improvements may also come
from more work on feature selection. The features used here were all derived
from the polynomials in the input. One possible extension would be to consider
also the types of relations present and how they are connected logically (likely
to be particularly beneficial if problems with more variables or more varied
quantifiers are allowed).
3. Other heuristics can also be tested, for example the greedy sotd heuristic [36]
which chooses an ordering one variable at a time based on the sotd of new
projection polynomials or combined heuristics, (where we narrow the selection
with one and then break the tie with another).
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Finally, we note that there are other CAD implementations. In addition to
Qepcad there is ProjectionCAD [39], Mathematica [97], RegularChains
[23] and SyNRAC [60] in Maple and Redlog [37] in Reduce. Each implementation has its own intricacies and often different underlying theory so it would
be interesting to test if machine learning can assist with these as it does with
Qepcad.
• Chapter 5: Predicting the usefulness of Gröbner basis preconditioning

1. Randomly generated problems were used in the experiment due to the limited
availability of data sets, thus the data was quite uniform. It would be interesting to experiment with a wider data set to see if these results, both the benefit
of machine learning and the superiority of Gröbner basis preconditioning, hold
more generally.
2. In the work described in this thesis, Gröbner basis preconditioning replaces
equalities with their Gröbner basis (with respect to the same fixed variable
ordering as the CAD is constructed with). Ideally, we could also investigate
Gröbner basis preconditioning together with variable ordering. A key extension
for future work will be to see if machine learning can offer benefit in the prediction of both variable ordering and the usefulness of Gröbner preconditioning
together in the formulation of problems for CAD.

7.3

Final remarks

My aim in this thesis was to see whether machine learning is applicable to the algorithm
selection problem arising in computer algebra systems, in particular on problems in RCFs.
I performed three substantial experiments and each one yielded a positive outcome. This
confirms my thesis that machine learning can be beneficial for computer algebra. I did
not select computer algebra problems for my experiments according to their likelihood
of being amenable to machine learning: indeed, RCFs are not unique amongst computer
algebra problems in requiring the user to make an algorithm selection. I hope that the
positive results I have demonstrated will encourage further application of machine learning
in the field of symbolic computation.
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Appendix A
Distribution and correlation of
features
In the following figures I present a detailed view of the features used in the experiments
described in Chapters 4 and 5. Figures A.1 to A.11 show the distribution of features of
the data set used in Chapter 4 in form of histograms, while Figures A.12 to A.39 show
the distribution of features of the data in Chapter 5. In addition, I examined some of
the pairwise correlations present between features in both sets. In Figures A.40 to A.52,
I present the projection of the data set onto a number of feature pairs. For some feature
pairs we can observe a noticeable correlation, which is often simply explained by the
nature of the feature (e.g. the proportion of x0 occurring in polynomials is likely to be
correlated with its occurrence in monomials). For others, no obvious correlation exists,
which adds to justify the inclusion of both features in the set.
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Figure A.1: Number of polynomials.

Figure A.2: Maximum total degree of polynomials.
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Figure A.3: Maximum degree of x0 among all polynomials.

Figure A.4: Maximum degree of x1 among all polynomials.
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Figure A.5: Maximum degree of x2 among all polynomials.

Figure A.6: Proportion of x0 occurring in polynomials.
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Figure A.7: Proportion of x1 occurring in polynomials.

Figure A.8: Proportion of x2 occurring in polynomials.
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Figure A.9: Proportion of x0 occurring in monomials.

Figure A.10: Proportion of x1 occurring in monomials.
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Figure A.11: Proportion of x2 occurring in monomials.

Figure A.12: TNoI before GB.
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Figure A.13: stds before GB.

Figure A.14: tds of polynomials before GB.
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Figure A.15: Maximum degree of x among all polynomials before GB.

Figure A.16: Maximum degree of y among all polynomials before GB.
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Figure A.17: Maximum degree of z among all polynomials before GB.

Figure A.18: Proportion of x occurring in polynomials before GB.
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Figure A.19: Proportion of y occurring in polynomials before GB.

Figure A.20: Proportion of z occurring in polynomials before GB.
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Figure A.21: Proportion of x occurring in monomials before GB.

Figure A.22: Proportion of y occurring in monomials before GB.
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Figure A.23: Proportion of z occurring in monomials before GB.

Figure A.24: Number of polynomials after GB.
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Figure A.25: TNoI after GB.

Figure A.26: stds after GB.
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Figure A.27: tds of polynomials after GB.

Figure A.28: Maximum degree of x among all polynomials after GB.
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Figure A.29: Maximum degree of y among all polynomials after GB.

Figure A.30: Maximum degree of z among all polynomials after GB.
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Figure A.31: Proportion of x occurring in polynomials after GB.

Figure A.32: Proportion of y occurring in polynomials after GB.
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Figure A.33: Proportion of z occurring in polynomials after GB.

Figure A.34: Proportion of x occurring in monomials after GB.
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Figure A.35: Proportion of y occurring in monomials after GB.

Figure A.36: Proportion of z occurring in monomials after GB.
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Figure A.37: lg(TNoI before) - lg(TNoI after)

Figure A.38: lg(stds before) - lg(stds after)
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Figure A.39: lg(tds before) - lg(tds after)

Figure A.40: Correlations between proportion of x0 occurring in polynomials and monomials.
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Figure A.41: Correlations between proportion of x1 occurring in polynomials and monomials.

Figure A.42: Correlations between proportion of x2 occurring in polynomials and monomials.
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Figure A.43: Correlations between maximum degree of x0 among all polynomials and
proportion of x0 occurring in polynomials

Figure A.44: Correlations between maximum degree of x1 among all polynomials and
proportion of x1 occurring in polynomials
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Figure A.45: Correlations between maximum degree of x2 among all polynomials and
proportion of x2 occurring in polynomials

Figure A.46: Correlations between TNoI before GB and stds before GB.
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Figure A.47: Correlations between TNoI before and after GB.

Figure A.48: Correlations between stds before and after GB.
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Figure A.49: Correlations between tds before and after GB.

Figure A.50: Correlations between lg(TNoI) difference and TNoI before GB.
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Figure A.51: Correlations between lg(stds) difference and stds before GB.

Figure A.52: Correlations between lg(tds) difference and tds before GB.
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Appendix B
Varying hyper-parameters
In two of the experiments, I performed a grid-search algorithm to determine the hyperparameters (C, γ) of the RBF kernel function used in the learning. While our grid-search
returned one optimum, I further examined the neighbourhood of the optimal solution
to ensure that the process was stable with respect to these parameter choices. In the
following tables I display the Matthews correlation coefficients for the optimal parameter
choice found by the grid optimization, as well as 8 neighbouring parameter pairs in the
grid. In particular, Tables B.1 to B.6 shows the values for the different heuristics used in
Chapter 4, while Table B.7 refers to learning used in Chapter 5. Since the MCC scores
for the choices around the optimum are fairly close to the optimum, the process seems to
be stable.

Table B.1: MCC scores of classifier for Brown heuristic with quantifier free data

lgC = −2
lgC = −1
lgC = 0

lgγ = −1
0.435
0.445
0.468
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lgγ = 0 lgγ = 1
0.453
0.467
0.474
0.469
0.472
0.462

Table B.2: MCC scores of classifier for Brown heuristic with quantified data
lgγ = −1
lgC = −2
0.342
lgC = −1
0.349
lgC = 0
0.345

lgγ = 0 lgγ = 1
0.351
0.337
0.366
0.332
0.346
0.312

Table B.3: MCC scores of classifier for sotd heuristic with quantifier free data

lgC = 12
lgC = 13
lgC = 14

lgγ = −8
0.387
0.414
0.401

lgγ = −7
0.409
0.456
0.422

lgγ = −6
0.38
0.346
0.388

Table B.4: MCC scores of classifier for sotd heuristic with quantified data
lgγ = −3
lgC = 1
0.286
lgC = 2
0.302
lgC = 3
0.318

lgγ = −2
0.332
0.343
0.335

lgγ = −1
0.332
0.328
0.336

Table B.5: MCC scores of classifier for ndrr heuristic with quantifier free data
lgγ = −3
lgC = 0
0.452
lgC = 1
0.445
lgC = 2
0.439

lgγ = −2
0.446
0.568
0.43

lgγ = −1
0.435
0.427
0.429

Table B.6: MCC scores of classifier for ndrr heuristic with quantified data
lgγ = −1
lgC = −1
0.38
lgC = 0
0.38
lgC = 1
0.388
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lgγ = 0 lgγ = 1
0.384
0.386
0.403
0.391
0.395
0.376

Table B.7: MCC scores of classifier for Gröbner basis preconditioning
lgγ = −9
lgC = 5
0.5
lgC = 6
0.505
lgC = 7
0.517

lgγ = −8
0.511
0.536
0.515
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lgγ = −7
0.521
0.521
0.528

